
MEMORANDUM 

TO: Town Council  

FROM: David E. Cox, Town Manager  

DATE: September 23, 2021 

SUBJECT: Agenda Information – 9/28/2021 

The following is additional or summary information regarding matters on the upcoming Town Council 
Agenda.  The numbering below follows the agenda and some routine or self-explanatory items are not 
discussed in this memo.  As you review your packet materials, please do not hesitate to contact the 
appropriate staff member or me prior to the Council meeting with any questions or concerns.  Often, 
these conversations can help staff and me be prepared for the Council meeting and be ready to facilitate 
a more productive and efficient meeting for everyone.  

6 Resolutions/Ordinances/Policies/Proclamations 
6a The Council will present and adopt a proclamation honoring Paul’s and Sandy’s Too on its 50th 
Anniversary.  The proclamation will be presented to the East Hampton business during a recognition and 
celebration event on Thursday, October 7 at the East High Street/Rt 66 location. 

6b Review and consideration of an ordinance to clarify the term limits for Board of Finance – The 
Council is asked to give final review to this proposed ordinance amending an existing provision of the 
Town Code that establishes a term limit for the Board of Finance.  Currently, the language indicates that 
a member may not “serve more than two consecutive terms.”  This language becomes ambiguous when 
a member is appointed to serve a partial term and is then elected to a new term.  Although an 
interpretation was made that offered some clarity, the Council is considering an ordinance that would 
clearly establish that a person may not be elected to more than two terms, which would allow a person 
to be appointed to fill a vacancy and, regardless of the length of vacancy filled, not limit their ability to 
be elected to subsequent terms.  The proposed language mirrors the language used in establishing the 
term limits for the Board of Education.  A public hearing on this ordinance is being held immediately 
prior to this meeting to receive comments on the proposed change. 

Recommendation:  Adopt the ordinance. 

6c Review and possible setting of a public hearing regarding establishing a moratorium on certain 
activities related to Adult-Use Cannabis – The Council is asked to consider a draft ordinance that would 
establish a one year moratorium on the cannabis-related commercial activities recently authorized in 
State Law.  In consultation with the Planning and Zoning Commission during a joint session of the two 
bodies on Tuesday, September 21, it was determined that the Council would consider a temporary 
moratorium to allow the time for consideration of the new regulations, review of various approaches to 
local regulation and receipt of public input.  The moratorium will temporarily prohibit the various classes 
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of cannabis-related growing, processing and sales activities from taking place in East Hampton until a 
final decision is reached.  Enacting the moratorium sends a clear message to the State, who will issue 
the licenses for these activities, that no such licenses should be issued for East Hampton.  In addition, 
the proposed ordinance temporarily enacts language clearly indicating that smoking, use or possession 
of cannabis or cannabis-related products is prohibited on Town-owned or controlled properties 
including parks.  A public hearing on the proposed ordinance would need to be scheduled prior to 
adoption.  Further, it is anticipated that feedback from the Town Attorney will be available prior to the 
meeting on September 28. 
 
 Recommendation:  Set a public hearing to consider the proposed ordinance. 
 
8 Continued Business 
8b Consideration of updated Job Descriptions – Council is asked to consider four Job Descriptions 
that relate to positions in Facilities Maintenance and the fleet maintenance area of Public Works.  The 
descriptions were first discussed at the September 14 Council meeting and minor modifications have 
been made to the Mechanic’s Aide, Mechanic and Chief Mechanic descriptions related to certifications 
and training based on comments received after the first meeting.  As a reminder, the description for 
Crew Leader Building Maintenance makes this description more specific to the building maintenance 
function in order for this position to be better utilized in the Facilities division.  Previously, the Town had 
a generic Crew Leader description that was mostly focused on Public Works activities.  The other 
descriptions involve various mechanic positions in Public Works including Mechanic’s Aide, Mechanic 
and Chief Mechanic.  These have all been modified to include a duty to maintain and advance skills 
through appropriate training.  It is anticipated that only two of the mechanic type positions will be 
occupied at a given time. 
 
 Recommended Action:  Approve the Job Descriptions. 
 

9 New Business 
9a FY 2021 End of Year Transfer for Capital Reserve Fund – The Council is asked to consider the 
recommendation from the Board of Finance to make official changes to the Fiscal Year 2021 budget to 
allocate unanticipated revenues to the purpose of transferring $400,000 to the Capital Reserve Fund. As 
the Council will recall, the FY 2022 Budget (current year) included a $400,000 gap in the funding for the 
Capital Reserve Fund, which was done anticipating the availability these funds from the previous fiscal 
year. 
 
 Recommended Action: Approve the Additional Appropriation and Transfer. 

 
9b Review and consideration of a motion to approve an RFP for Sears Park Boat Launch 
Replacement – The Council is asked to consider and approve a Request for Proposals document for the 
planned replacement of the Sears Park Boat Launch.  Recreation Director Hall will present information 
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on this project to replace and extend the existing launch at Sears Park to address current deficiencies, 
which is funded through the Capital Improvement Program/Capital Reserve Fund and boat launch fees.    
Based on an approval by the Council at this meeting, it is anticipated that this work would take place in 
November. 
 
 Recommended Action: Approve the RFP for publication. 
 
9c Review and consideration of a motion to approve an RFP for redevelopment of the Summit 
Thread Site - The Council is asked to review and consider approval of a Request for Proposals (RFP) to 
seek one or more developer partners to coordinate with the Town to redevelop the Town-owned 
properties at 1 and 13 Watrous Street and the property at 13 Summit Street.  The RFP seeks to engage 
developers who will present concepts for the redevelopment and reuse of the sites and will work with 
the Town to cause the clean up of known and unknown environmental problems on the sites.  Under 
the proposed RFP, an initial selection committee consisting of a member of the Town Council and 
certain other Boards and Commission as well as staff would make a recommendation to the Council for 
selection of partners.   Ultimately, it is anticipated that all or most of the site would be transferred to 
new private ownership after the final development approval process is completed. 

 Recommended Action:  Approve the RFP for publication. 
 
 
The remainder of the items are of a routine nature, in the sole purview of the Council or are 
announcements.  Please contact me or the appropriate staff member with questions or concerns. 
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Town of East Hampton 
Town Council Regular Meeting 
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 

Town Hall Council Chambers and Zoom 

MINUTES 

Present: Chairman Pete Brown, Vice Chairman Dean Markham, Council Members Tim Feegel, 
Derek Johnson (via Zoom), Barbara Moore, Mark Philhower and Kevin Reich and Town Manager 
David Cox 

Call to Order & Pledge of Allegiance 
Chairman Brown called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. in the Town Hall Council Chambers and 
via Zoom. 

Following the Pledge of Allegiance, the Council asked for a moment of silence in honor of 9/11. 

Adoption of Agenda 
A motion was made by Ms. Moore, seconded by Mr. Reich, to adopt the agenda as presented. Voted 
(7-0) 

Approval of Minutes 
A motion was made by Mr. Reich, seconded by Mr. Johnson, to approve the minutes of the Town 
Council Regular Meeting of August 10, 2021 as written.  Voted (7-0) 

Public Remarks 
Karen R. Johansmeyer, 16 Penny Corner Road, Portland, thanked the Council for having a moment 
of silence for 911. 

Presentations 
Board of Education Update on Start of 2021-2022 School Year 
Superintendent of Schools Paul Smith provided an overview of the documents provided to the Town 
Council.  The documents will be included with the minutes filed in the Town Clerk’s Office.  He 
noted that athletics will have a full slate of games.  Some restrictions were pulled back on band and 
chorus.  They are trying to create as normal a school year as possible.  There is no remote learning. 
About 38 students are being home schooled.  There are no bus driver shortages at this point.  

Clean Energy Task Force Presentation on Electric Car Show 
Russ Kaplan and Paul Wisniewski of the Clean Energy Task Force were present to provide 
information on the East Hampton/Portland Electric Car Show being held on Saturday, September 
25th from 12pm to 3pm at the East Hampton High School. They have 7 dealerships, 15 vehicle 
owners and 2 renewable energy vendors attending.  This show coincides with the National Drive 
Electric Campaign.  Mr. Kaplan thanked Dave Cox and his staff, Katrina Aligata, Parks & Rec 
staff, the High School principal and Andy Bauer from the Portland Clean Energy Task for all their 
help with the show. 
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Presentation on Long Range Road Maintenance Planning 
Public Works Director Matt Walsh presented information on the Pavement Management Program 
that is being used to assist in the long-range road maintenance planning.  The full documents will 
be included with the minutes filed in the Town Clerk’s Office. 
 
Presentation on Police Camera Purchases 
Police Chief Dennis Woessner presented information on the evaluation of the body worn and in car 
cameras for the Police Department.  The full document will be included with the minutes filed in 
the Town Clerk’s Office. The Chief has chosen the company AXON to supply the cameras for a 5-
year contract price of $146,446.73. AXON is covered under a Sourcewell cooperative purchasing 
bid program.  There is a 30% reimbursement available for the first-year costs. 
 
Bids & Contracts 
None 
  
Resolution/ Ordinances/ Policies/ Proclamation 
Review & Set Public Hearing for an Ordinance Amending Article III of Chapter 130 of the 
Code of the Town of East Hampton Regarding Board of Finance Term Limits 
Mr. Cox noted that it was recently found that an individual who currently serves on the Board of 
Finance was planning to run for another term.  It was determined that this person had been appointed 
to serve more than half of a vacant term and then was elected to a term of their own.  The Code 
indicates the limitation to serve no more than two terms.  The Town Attorney interpretation 
indicated this person should not be permitted to be a candidate.  He felt the language is ambiguous 
and should be clarified.  When the Board of Finance ordinance added language for term limits, 
language was added regarding the Board of Education indicating no member shall be ELECTED 
to no more than two consecutive terms. The Council discussed options for the ordinance and 
determined that the wording and term limits for both boards should be the same.  A Public Hearing 
could be held, and the Council could vote on clarifying the language. 
 
A motion was made by Ms. Moore, seconded by Mr. Johnson, to set a Public Hearing on Tuesday, 
September 28, 2021 at 6:15pm to hear comments on Ordinance option B.  Voted (7-0) 
 
Continued Business 
Sub-Committee Reports & Updates 
American Rescue Plan Sub-Committee held their first meeting. The Police and Ambulance staff 
provided information on their requests. 
 
New Business 
a. Request for Support of Open Space and Watershed Land Acquisition (OSWA) Grant 

Application from the Middlesex Land Trust 
 
Tom Heidel, 39 Middle Haddam Road, representing the Middlesex Land Trust, noted that they 
are seeking a letter of support from the Town Council to support the Land Trust’s efforts to 
receive a grant through the Open Space and Watershed Land Acquisition program to purchase 
property on the northwest side of East Hampton adjacent to State-owned lands. 
 
A motion was made by Mr. Johnson, seconded by Mr. Reich, to provide a letter of support to 
the Middlesex Land Trust in support of the grant.  Voted (7-0) 
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b. Review & Possible Approval of Board of Education Capital Transfer for Middle School 

Emergency Lighting & Lighted Exit Signs 
 
A motion was made by Ms. Moore, seconded by Mr. Johnson, to approve the capital transfer 
from HVAC project 93228 to School Lighting 93070.  Voted (7-0) 

 
c. Review & Possible Approval of Engineering Firm for Water System Evaluation & Design 

 
Mr. Cox provided an overview of the proposals that were received through the RFQ.  Through 
interviews and investigation of references, the sub-committee recommends Environmental 
Partners of Middletown.  
 
A motion was made by Mr. Johnson, seconded by Mr. Reich, to contract with Environmental 
Partners of Middletown and authorize the subcommittee to develop a final scope of services 
and attempt to negotiate an appropriate fee for the first phase of work. Voted (7-0) 

 
d. Review & Possible Approval of Police Department General Order 

1) General Order 3.1 Use of Force 
2) General Order 3.2 Conducted Electrical Weapon 
3) General Order 3.3 Use of Chemical Agents 
4) General Order 3.4 Impact Weapons 
5) General Order 3.5 Reporting & Investigating Force 
6) General Order 5.23 Use of Body Worn and Dashboard Cameras 

 
Police Chief Dennis Woessner provided an overview of the General Orders listed and answered 
questions regarding the Use of Force order.  
 
A motion was made by Mr. Philhower, seconded by Mr. Reich, to approve General Orders 3.1, 
3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 5.23 as listed above.  Voted (7-0) 
 

e. Review & Possible Approval of Public Works Job Descriptions 
1) Crew Leader Building Maintenance 
2) Chief Mechanic 
3) Mechanic/Maintainer III 
4) Mechanic’s Aide/Maintainer II 

 
Mr. Cox provided an overview of the job descriptions presented. 
 
A motion was made by Ms. Moore, seconded by Mr. Johnson, to table this item until the next 
meeting.  Voted (4-3) Ms. Moore, Mr. Reich, Mr. Johnson and Mr. Philhower in favor; Mr. 
Brown, Mr. Markham and Mr. Feegel against.  

 
Town Manager Report 
Mr. Cox provided an overview of his written report which will be included with the minutes filed 
in the Town Clerk’s Office.  He also reported that the Town Council and Planning & Zoning will 
hold a workshop on marijuana regulations on Tuesday, September 21, 2021 at 6:30pm. 
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The Board of Education recognized Chief Woessner and the Police Department as Friends of 
Education at their meeting on September 13. 

Jeff Jylkka and the Finance Department were again issued a Certificate of Achievement for 
Financial Reporting for FY 2020 by the GFOA. 

Questions were asked of the Chief about the Narcan reporting statistics that were included in the 
Town Manager’s Report. 

Appointments 
A motion was made by Ms. Moore, seconded by Mr. Philhower to make the following appointments 
and reappointments: 
Reappointment: 

• Mark Barmasse, Mike Filanda and John Suprono - Water & Sewer Commission.
Appointment 

• Patricia Calderone – Commission on Aging
• Darin Aloia – Clean Energy Task Force
• Jaime Krasnitski – Library Advisory Board
• Darlene Raffanello – Brownfields Redevelopment Agency
• Cheryl Lobo – Conservation-Lake Commission

Voted (7-0) 

Tax Refunds 
A motion was made by Mr. Markham, seconded by Mr. Reich, to approve tax refunds in the amount 
of $13,665.57.  Voted (7-0) 

Public Remarks 
None  

Communications, Correspondence & Announcement  
August 2021 Board and Commission Summary 
Council members received the August 2021 Board and Commission Summary. 

Adjournment 
A motion was made by Mr. Markham, seconded by Ms. Moore, to adjourn the meeting at 8:55pm.  
Voted (7-0) 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Cathy Sirois 
Recording Clerk 



PAUL’S & SANDY’S TOO 
50TH ANNIVERSARY 

WHEREAS, Paul Peszynski started selling fruits and vegetables when he was 16 years old in an old painted chicken coop, and 
years later in 1970 opened Paul’s Home Supply in a brand-new building next door to the farm stand; and 

WHEREAS, in 1988 as the business was growing to include flowers along with the seasonal produce and hardware, the name 
was legally changed to Paul’s & Sandy’s Too and a new sign made for the store, recognizing Paul’s wife Sandy; and 

WHEREAS, in 1990 what began as two pumpkin-head people has grown into a complete village and forest known as 
Pumpkintown U.S.A; and 

WHEREAS, over the past 50 years, the business has grown into one of Connecticut’s largest garden centers, run by Paul’s 
children, Dan, Jill and Karen, and has contributed to many local organizations as well as founding and donating over 
$500,000 to the Sandy Peszynski Breast Cancer Foundation,  

NOW, THEREFORE, WE THE EAST HAMPTON TOWN COUNCIL, on behalf of the citizens of East Hampton, do hereby 
congratulate the Peszynski family on more than 50 years in business, recognize them for their contribution to the community 
of East Hampton and wish them continued success in the future. 

EAST HAMPTON TOWN COUNCIL 

James Brown, Chairman Dean Markham, Vice Chairman 

Timothy Feegel Derek Johnson 

Barbara Moore Mark Philhower 

Kevin Reich Dated this 28th day of September 2021 
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Town of East Hampton 

Middlesex County, Connecticut 

DRAFT – September 13, 2021 

Ordinance No. 2021.02 

An Ordinance Amending Article III of Chapter 130 of the Code of the Town 
of East Hampton Regarding Board of Finance Term Limits 

WHEREAS, the Code of the Town of East Hampton provides for term limits for certain bodies 
of the Town including the Board of Finance, which is limited to service of two consecutive 
terms, and; 

WHEREAS, the term limit for the Board of Finance is ambiguous as it relates to whether a 
person who was appointed to serve a portion of a vacant term and was then elected to a term  is 
allowed under the Code to consecutively be elected an additional term, and;  

WHEREAS, the Town Council desires to remove ambiguity by amending the Code to provide 
as follows. 

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to Section 2.4 of the Town of East Hampton Charter, the Town 
Council of the Town of East Hampton does hereby ordain as follows: 

Section 1: Section 130-7 of the Code of the Town of East Hampton regarding 
Implementation of four-year terms and term limits is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced 
with the following: 

§ 130-7  Implementation of four-year terms; term limits.

Commencing with the Town election in November 1989, one member shall be elected to 
a four-year term. All other members elected and serving as of November 1989, shall 
continue in office until their terms expire so that three members shall be elected to four-
year terms in November 1991, and four members shall be elected to four-year terms in 
November 1993. No member shall be elected to more than two consecutive terms. 

Section 2: This ordinance is effective immediately upon its adoption and publication in 
accordance with Connecticut Statutes. 

Approved this ____ day of _____________, 2021. 

TOWN COUNCIL 

___________________________________ 

James Brown, Chairperson 

ATTEST 

_________________________________ 

Kelly Bilodeau, Town Clerk

B 
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Town of East Hampton 

Middlesex County, Connecticut 

DRAFT – September 23, 2021 

Ordinance No. 2021.03 

An Ordinance Amending the Code of the Town of East Hampton Regarding 
Establishing a Moratorium on Certain Activities Related to Adult-Use 

Cannabis 

WHEREAS, the Connecticut General Assembly passed legislation that legalizes adult use of 
cannabis in the State of Connecticut, which legislation was approved as Senate Bill No. 1201, 
June Special Session, Public Act No. 21-1, An Act Concerning Responsible and Equitable 
Regulation of Adult-Use Cannabis (hereinafter “the Act”), and; 

WHEREAS, the Act contains provisions allowing municipalities to prohibit or place reasonable 
restrictions on cannabis establishments and activities, and;  

WHEREAS, the Town Council, in consultation with the East Hampton Planning and Zoning 
Commission, determines that careful and planful consideration of appropriate prohibitions or 
regulations related to Adult-Use Cannabis will require more time than is available under the Act 
before State of Connecticut licenses or permits could be issued for the various retail, growing 
and processing activities addressed in the Act, and; 

WHEREAS, the Town Council determines that a moratorium on certain activities is appropriate 
to provide time for the community to review the issues and consider appropriate prohibitions or 
regulations. 

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to Section 2.4 of the Town of East Hampton Charter, the Town 
Council of the Town of East Hampton does hereby ordain as follows: 

Section 1: Chapter 185 of the Code of the Town of East Hampton regarding Cannabis, 
Adult-Use is hereby established as follows: 

Chapter 185 

Cannabis, Adult-Use 

§ 185-1  Moratorium Established.

For the purpose of providing sufficient time for review and consideration of appropriate 
prohibitions or regulations related to Cannabis Establishments as that term is used and 
defined in Connecticut Public Act No. 21-1, An Act Concerning Responsible and 
Equitable Regulation of Adult-Use Cannabis, a moratorium is hereby established and all 
said Cannabis Establishments shall be prohibited.  During said moratorium, the Town 
will not accept or consider applications or requests related to establishing a Cannabis 
Establishment.  Said moratorium shall expire on October 1, 2022 if not repealed or 
extended prior to that date. 
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§ 185-2  Use of Cannabis or Cannabis Products Prohibited.

For the term of the moratorium established under section 185-1 of this Chapter, the 
smoking, use, consumption or possession of Cannabis or Cannabis Products, as those 
terms are used and defined in Connecticut Public Act No. 21-1, An Act Concerning 
Responsible and Equitable Regulation of Adult-Use Cannabis, is expressly prohibited on 
Town owned or Town controlled property including, but not limited to, buildings, 
grounds, parks, vehicles, and equipment. 

Section 2: This ordinance is effective immediately upon its adoption and publication in 
accordance with Connecticut Statutes. 

Approved this ____ day of _____________, 2021. 

TOWN COUNCIL 

___________________________________ 

James Brown, Chairperson 

ATTEST 

_________________________________ 

Kelly Bilodeau, Town Clerk
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Crew Leader  

Building Maintenance 

The Crew Leader for Building Maintenance is the lead employee responsible for 

assisting in the coordination of day-to-day operations and maintenance of the 

physical assets and infrastructure of Town properties under the direction of the 

Facilities Director or the Facilities Director’s designee.   

General Description 

As directed by the Facilities Director or the designee, assists in the planning, 

assigning, coordination, scheduling, as well as participates in activities of work 

crews engaged in building and facilities operation and maintenance, 

construction, and repair projects daily. Assists with oversight of and coordination 

with contractors engaged in building maintenance activities. Does related work 

as required by the Facilities Director and/or designee, including the duties of the 

Building Maintenance Worker. 

Supervision Received 

Reports directly to the Facilities Director and/or designee. Exercises some 

independence of action over work methods, ensuring that work is accomplished in 

conformance with required standards. 

Supervision Exercised 

Supervision and oversight of the Building Maintenance Worker(s) as directed by 

the Facilities Director or designee.   

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

• Assists the Facilities Director, or designee, in assigning and directing building

maintenance crews in the performance of jobs within facilities/building

maintenance and repair, preventative maintenance, cleaning and

custodial tasks, event preparation, construction, snow removal, etc.

• Assists in performing work in progress. Checks for acceptable work

standards as directed by the Facilities Director or designee, and

participates in the activities related to building operation and

maintenance, construction, and repair either as part of a crew or

individually, including Building Maintenance Worker duties and

responsibilities,

• Evaluates and prioritizes daily routine and emergency maintenance needs.

• Makes or facilitates timely repairs to the facilities as needed.

• Keeps job progress reports and work record details as directed.

• Ensures that proper safety precautions are observed.

• Performs semi-skilled work tasks at Town facilities including carpentry,

plumbing, electrical and HVAC work that does not require professional

intervention.
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• Performs equipment repair and maintenance.   

• Operates all equipment necessary to complete assigned tasks.   

• Participates in stand-by status during inclement weather, natural disasters 

or at other times as directed by the Facilities Director or designee and 

responds when requested during these events or during building 

emergencies.   

• At the direction of the Facilities Director, oversees maintenance and repair 

work done by outside agencies, tradesmen, and other Town departments.   

• Moves and sets up furniture, prepares meeting rooms for meetings. 

• Responsible for oversight and maintaining of Safety Data Sheets (SDS), as 

required by OSHA.   

• May be assigned by the Facilities Director to assist Public Works crews with 

other snow and ice control activities as necessary.   

 

Nonessential Duties 

Other duties as assigned.   

 

Knowledges, Skills and Abilities 

• Good working knowledge of the modern principles, practices, methods, 

materials, equipment, and techniques used in operation, maintenance 

and repair of buildings and building components, construction activities, 

and heavy cleaning. 

• Respond to unplanned facility emergencies 

• Knowledge of or ability to learn and use maintenance and building 

management computer software,     

• Considerable knowledge of work hazards and applicable safety 

precautions associated with assigned area of work.   

• Advanced skill in the operation of equipment, tools, and instruments used 

for assigned work areas.   

• Ability to assign and supervise the work of others, provide instruction, lead a 

crew, and inspire confidence.   

• Ability to understand, follow and communicate oral and written directions.   

• Thoroughness and dependability.   

• Sufficient strength, stamina, and ability to perform duties effectively.   

• Ability to produce and maintain job reports on work being performed by 

facilities/building maintenance crews. 

• Ability to assist in scheduling crews and plans for the effective use of 

equipment. 

• Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with 

supervisors, co-workers, and the public. 
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Acceptable Experience, Education, and Training 

Possession of a standard high school diploma, or equivalent and a minimum of three 

(3) years’ experience working as a Building Maintenance Worker, or in a related field.    

Experience in, or some knowledge of, laws and regulations related to supervision is 

desirable.  Formal vocational school or other training in building and facilities 

maintenance desirable.    

 

Special Requirements 

Must possess and maintain a valid Connecticut driver’s license with clean driving 

record.  A commercial driver’s license with airbrake endorsement is preferred.   

 

Physical Demands 

The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be 

met by an employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. 

Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities 

to perform the essential functions. 

 

While performing the duties of this job, the employee is required to use hands to 

finger, handle, feel or operate objects, tools, or controls, and reach with hands 

and arms.  The employee is regularly required to stand and walk and occasionally 

do so on uneven ground and through wooded and bushy areas.  The employee is 

regularly required to sit; climb or balance; stoop; kneel, crouch or crawl, twist, and 

smell.  Must be able to speak and hear clearly.  Understand, interpret, and carry 

out and communicate instructions and directives.  Possess the manual dexterity 

and mechanical aptitude required to use hand and power tools and equipment.  

Have significant stamina and be in good health and physical condition.  Must 

have willingness and ability to perform strenuous physical labor and lift and/or 

carry objects more than twenty-five (25) pounds.  Specific vision abilities required 

by the job include close vision, distance vision, the ability to adjust focus and possess 

the visual acuity to operate equipment and motor vehicles, perform trade tasks, 

inspect the work of others and review work for accuracy, neatness, and 

thoroughness.   

 

Work Environment 

The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an 

employee encounters while performing the essential functions of this job.  Reasonable 

accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the 

essential functions.   

 

While performing the duties of this job, the employee is subject to inside and outside 

environmental conditions, extremes in temperature and hazards associated with 

equipment, operation, moving mechanical parts, fumes or airborne particles, gases, 

oils, etc.   Must take protective measures when on sites.  Must be able to endure 

extended work periods during ice, snowstorms, etc., with periodic rest breaks. Routine 

driving.   
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General Guidelines 

The duties listed above are intended only as illustrations of the various types of work 

that may be performed.  The omission of specific statements of duties does not 

exclude them from the position if the work is similar, related or a logical assignment to 

the position.   

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the 

employer and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of 

the employer and requirements of the job change.  This is a non-exempt, union 

position.   
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Chief Mechanic 
The Chief Mechanic oversees and performs skilled work in the maintenance and 
repair of a wide variety of complex automotive equipment along with operation of 
trucks and equipment; does related work as required.  

General Description and Distinguishing Features of the Class 
Employees in this class generally oversee and preform mechanical repair and 
maintenance of automobiles, trucks, tractors, bulldozers, graders, rollers and other 
standard and specialized automotive equipment. This work is completed with minimal 
direct supervision and employees in this class often oversee the work of other 
employees operating as mechanics or aides. 

Supervision Received 
Reports directly to the Director of Public Works or designee. Receives minimal 
instruction and exercises independent judgement and independence of action over 
work methods, ensuring that work is accomplished in conformance with required 
standards.   

Supervision Exercised 
Supervision and oversight of the Mechanic(s) and Mechanic’s Aide(s).  

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
• Oversees, supervises and administers the vehicle and equipment maintenance

activities of the Public Works Department and other departments as assigned. 
• Procures replacement parts and supplies necessary for the maintenance of

vehicles and equipment. 
• Assists Public Works Director with the development of specifications for new

and replacement vehicles and equipment. 
• Inspects as necessary the work of employees assigned to perform vehicle and

equipment maintenance duties. 
• Performs general overhaul and repair work on light and heavy trucks, police

vehicles, gasoline and diesel motors, tractors, bulldozers, graders and other 
Town equipment.   

• Inspects, adjusts, replaces necessary units and related parts including valves,
pistons and main bearings and assembles cooling, fuel and exhaust systems.  

• Repairs or rebuilds hydraulic cylinders, transmissions, cylinder blocks, etc., using
welding equipment, lathe, drill press, saws and cutting tools.  

• Repairs and overhauls brakes, ignition systems, transmissions, differentials, and
rear axle assemblies.  

• Uses modern diagnostic tools and testing equipment to identify vehicle issues.
• Participate in appropriate training to maintain certifications achieved and

advance related skills. 
• Responds to emergency road calls from disabled Town equipment and makes

adjustments / repairs or has the vehicle towed to the maintenance garage.  
• Ensures the observance of standard safety practices.
• Performs duties of Maintainer I,  II or III as needed.
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Nonessential Duties 
Other duties as assigned.   
 
Knowledges, Skills and Abilities 

• High level knowledge of standard practices and equipment of the automotive 
mechanic trade 

• High level knowledge of principles of operation of gasoline and/or diesel 
engines and of mechanical repair on heavy trucks, fire-fighting and 
construction equipment 

• High level knowledge of the occupational hazards and safety precautions of 
the trade 

• Ability to read and understand published instructions, service manuals, and 
wiring diagrams. 

• Ability to adapt available tools and repair parts to specific repair problems 
• High level skill in the use and care of hand and machine tools employed in 

motor vehicle repair  
• Advanced skill in diagnosing and repairing defects in automotive and heavy 

equipment. 
• Mechanical aptitude  
• Ability to operate plow truck and/or light equipment.   

 
Acceptable Experience, Education, and Training 
Extensive mechanical ability and training including completion of formal training, 
completion of standard high school or vocational school course; or any equivalent 
combination of experience and training which provides the required knowledge, skills 
and abilities. ASE certification desired.  
 
Special Requirements 
Must maintain possession of a valid CDL with airbrake endorsement issued by the State 
of Connecticut.   
 
Physical Demands 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be 
met by an employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. 
Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities 
to perform the essential functions. 
 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is required to use hands to 
finger, handle, feel or operate objects, tools, or controls, and reach with hands 
and arms.  The employee is regularly required to stand and walk and occasionally 
do so on uneven ground.  The employee is regularly required to sit; climb or 
balance; stoop; kneel, crouch or crawl, twist, and smell.  Must be able to speak 
and hear clearly.  Understand, interpret, and carry out and communicate 
instructions and directives.  Possess the manual dexterity and mechanical 
aptitude required to use hand and power tools and equipment.  Have stamina 
and be in good health and physical condition.  Must have willingness and ability 
to perform physical labor and lift and/or carry objects more than twenty-five (25) 
pounds.  Specific vision abilities required by the job include close vision, distance 
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vision, the ability to adjust focus and possess the visual acuity to operate computers 
and testing equipment, other equipment and motor vehicles, perform trade tasks, 
and review work for accuracy, neatness, and thoroughness.   

Work Environment 
The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an 
employee encounters while performing the essential functions of this job.  Reasonable 
accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the 
essential functions.   

While performing the duties of this job, the employee is generally subject to inside 
environmental conditions, with limited outside work and extremes in temperature.  
Duties will routinely be performed with hazards associated with equipment, operation, 
moving mechanical parts, fumes or airborne particles, gases, oils, etc.   Must take 
protective measures.  Must be able to endure extended work periods during ice, 
snowstorms, etc., with periodic rest breaks. Ability to drive and operate vehicles, trucks 
and equipment in all weather and conditions.   

General Guidelines 
The duties listed above are intended only as illustrations of the various types of work 
that may be performed.  The omission of specific statements of duties does not 
exclude them from the position if the work is similar, related or a logical assignment to 
the position.   

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the 
employer and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of 
the employer and requirements of the job change.  This is a non-exempt, union 
position.   
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Mechanic / Maintainer III 
A Mechanic/Maintainer performs skilled work in the maintenance and repair of a wide 
variety of complex automotive equipment along with operation of trucks and 
equipment; does related work as required.  

General Description and Distinguishing Features of the Class 
Employees in this class generally preform mechanical repair and maintenance of 
automobiles, trucks, tractors, bulldozers, graders, rollers and other standard and 
specialized automotive equipment. This work is often completed with minimal direct 
supervision or assistance. Employees also required to perform work of Maintainer I or II 
as needed. 

Supervision Received 
Reports directly to the Chief Mechanic and/or Foreman under the direction of the 
Director of Public Works or designee. Receives general instruction and exercises 
general independence of action over work methods, ensuring that work is 
accomplished in conformance with required standards.   

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
• Performs general overhaul and repair work on light and heavy trucks, police

vehicles, gasoline and diesel motors, tractors, bulldozers, graders and other 
Town equipment.   

• Inspects, adjusts, replaces necessary units and related parts including valves,
pistons and main bearings and assembles cooling, fuel and exhaust systems.  

• Repairs or rebuilds hydraulic cylinders, transmissions, cylinder blocks, etc., using
welding equipment, lathe, drill press, saws and cutting tools.  

• Repairs and overhauls brakes, ignition systems, transmissions, differentials, and
rear axle assemblies.  

• Uses modern diagnostic tools and testing equipment to identify vehicle issues.
• Participate in appropriate training to maintain certifications achieved and

advance related skills.
• Responds to emergency road calls from disabled Town equipment and makes

adjustments / repairs or has the vehicle towed to the maintenance garage.
• Ensures the observance of standard safety practices.
• Performs duties of Maintainer I,  II or III as needed.

Nonessential Duties 
Other duties as assigned.  

Knowledges, Skills and Abilities 
• Strong knowledge of standard practices and equipment of the automotive

mechanic trade 
• Strong knowledge of principles of operation of gasoline and/or diesel engines

and of mechanical repair on heavy trucks, fire-fighting and construction 
equipment 

• Strong knowledge of the occupational hazards and safety precautions of the
trade 
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• Ability to read and understand published instructions, service manuals, and 
wiring diagrams. 

• Ability to adapt available tools and repair parts to specific repair problems 
• High level skill in the use and care of hand and machine tools employed in 

motor vehicle repair  
• High level skill in diagnosing and repairing defects in automotive and heavy 

equipment. 
• Mechanical aptitude  
• Ability to operate plow truck and/or light equipment.   

 
Acceptable Experience, Education, and Training 
Mechanical ability, completion of a standard grade school course, preferably 
completion of standard high school or vocational school course; or any equivalent 
combination of experience and training which provides the required knowledge, skills 
and abilities. ASE certification preferred.  
 
Special Requirements 
Must maintain possession of a valid CDL with airbrake endorsement issued by the State 
of Connecticut.   
 
Physical Demands 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be 
met by an employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. 
Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities 
to perform the essential functions. 
 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is required to use hands to 
finger, handle, feel or operate objects, tools, or controls, and reach with hands 
and arms.  The employee is regularly required to stand and walk and occasionally 
do so on uneven ground.  The employee is regularly required to sit; climb or 
balance; stoop; kneel, crouch or crawl, twist, and smell.  Must be able to speak 
and hear clearly.  Understand, interpret, and carry out and communicate 
instructions and directives.  Possess the manual dexterity and mechanical 
aptitude required to use hand and power tools and equipment.  Have stamina 
and be in good health and physical condition.  Must have willingness and ability 
to perform physical labor and lift and/or carry objects more than twenty-five (25) 
pounds.  Specific vision abilities required by the job include close vision, distance 
vision, the ability to adjust focus and possess the visual acuity to operate computers 
and testing equipment, other equipment and motor vehicles, perform trade tasks, 
and review work for accuracy, neatness, and thoroughness.   
 
Work Environment 
The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an 
employee encounters while performing the essential functions of this job.  Reasonable 
accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the 
essential functions.   
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While performing the duties of this job, the employee is generally subject to inside 
environmental conditions, with limited outside work and extremes in temperature.  
Duties will routinely be performed with hazards associated with equipment, operation, 
moving mechanical parts, fumes or airborne particles, gases, oils, etc.   Must take 
protective measures.  Must be able to endure extended work periods during ice, 
snowstorms, etc., with periodic rest breaks. Ability to drive and operate vehicles, trucks 
and equipment in all weather and conditions.   

General Guidelines 
The duties listed above are intended only as illustrations of the various types of work 
that may be performed.  The omission of specific statements of duties does not 
exclude them from the position if the work is similar, related or a logical assignment to 
the position.   

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the 
employer and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of 
the employer and requirements of the job change.  This is a non-exempt, union 
position.   
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Mechanic’s Aide/Maintainer II 
A Mechanic’s Aide/Maintainer performs semi-skilled work in the maintenance and 
repair of a wide variety of complex automotive equipment along with operation of 
trucks and equipment; does related work as required.  

General Description and Distinguishing Features of the Class 
Employees in this class generally assist in mechanical repair and maintenance of 
automobiles, trucks, tractors, bulldozers, graders, rollers and other standard and 
specialized automotive equipment.  Employees also required to perform work of 
Maintainer I or II as needed.   

Supervision Received 
Reports directly to the Chief Mechanic and/or Foreman under the direction of the 
Director of Public Works or designee. Receives instruction on work tasks but exercises 
some independence of action over work methods, ensuring that work is 
accomplished in conformance with required standards.  Work may be inspected 
frequently by supervisory staff or designee. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
• Performs services related to general maintenance, overhaul and repair work

on light and heavy trucks, police vehicles, gasoline and diesel motors, tractors, 
bulldozers, graders and other Town equipment under direction.   

• Assists in the inspection, adjustment, and replacement of necessary units and
related parts including valves, pistons and main bearings and assembles 
cooling, fuel and exhaust systems under direction.   

• Repairs or rebuilds hydraulic cylinders, transmission housings, cylinder blocks,
etc., using welding equipment, lathe, drill press, saws and cutting tools.  

• Performs services related to repairing and overhauling brakes, ignition systems,
transmissions, differentials, and rear axle assemblies as directed.  

• Uses modern diagnostic tools and testing equipment to assist in the
identification of vehicle issues as directed. 

• Participate in appropriate training to advance related skills.
• Responds to emergency road calls from disabled Town equipment and makes

minor adjustments or has the vehicle towed to the maintenance garage under
direction.

• Ensures the observance of standard safety practices.
• Performs duties of Maintainer I or II as needed.

Nonessential Duties 
Other duties as assigned.  

Knowledges, Skills and Abilities 
• Knowledge of standard practices and equipment of the automotive

mechanic trade 
• Knowledge of principles of operation of gasoline and/or diesel engines and of

mechanical repair on heavy trucks, fire-fighting and construction equipment 
• Knowledge of the occupational hazards and safety precautions of the trade
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• Ability to read and understand published instructions and maintenance 
manuals 

• Ability to adapt available tools and repair parts to specific repair problems 
• Skill in the use and care of hand and machine tools employed in motor repair 

and adjustment work  
• Skill in repairing defects in automotive equipment 
• Mechanical aptitude 
• Ability to operate plow truck and/or light equipment.   

 
Acceptable Experience, Education, and Training 
Mechanical ability, completion of a standard grade school course, preferably 
completion of standard high school or vocational school course;  or any equivalent 
combination of experience and training which provides the required knowledge, skills 
and abilities.  
 
Special Requirements 
Must maintain possession of a valid CDL with airbrake endorsement issued by the State 
of Connecticut.   
 
Physical Demands 
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be 
met by an employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. 
Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities 
to perform the essential functions. 
 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is required to use hands to 
finger, handle, feel or operate objects, tools, or controls, and reach with hands 
and arms.  The employee is regularly required to stand and walk and occasionally 
do so on uneven ground.  The employee is regularly required to sit; climb or 
balance; stoop; kneel, crouch or crawl, twist, and smell.  Must be able to speak 
and hear clearly.  Understand, interpret, and carry out and communicate 
instructions and directives.  Possess the manual dexterity and mechanical 
aptitude required to use hand and power tools and equipment.  Have stamina 
and be in good health and physical condition.  Must have willingness and ability 
to perform physical labor and lift and/or carry objects more than twenty-five (25) 
pounds.  Specific vision abilities required by the job include close vision, distance 
vision, the ability to adjust focus and possess the visual acuity to operate computers 
and testing equipment, other equipment and motor vehicles, perform trade tasks, 
and review work for accuracy, neatness, and thoroughness.   
 
Work Environment 
The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an 
employee encounters while performing the essential functions of this job.  Reasonable 
accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the 
essential functions.   
 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is generally subject to inside 
environmental conditions, with limited outside work and extremes in temperature.  
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Duties will routinely be performed with hazards associated with equipment, operation, 
moving mechanical parts, fumes or airborne particles, gases, oils, etc.   Must take 
protective measures.  Must be able to endure extended work periods during ice, 
snowstorms, etc., with periodic rest breaks. Ability to drive and operate vehicles, trucks 
and equipment in all weather and conditions.   

General Guidelines 
The duties listed above are intended only as illustrations of the various types of work 
that may be performed.  The omission of specific statements of duties does not 
exclude them from the position if the work is similar, related or a logical assignment to 
the position.   

The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the 
employer and employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of 
the employer and requirements of the job change.  This is a non-exempt, union 
position.   



Town of East Hampton 
Additional Appropriation/ Transfer Request Form 
Fiscal Year 2020-2021 

Fund: GeneralFund 
Department: Capital/Transfers Out 

Additional Appropriation 
Transfer r 

Board of Finance Agenda Item# 8A 

The following additional appropriation I transfer is recommended for board approval. 

Estimated Revenue 
Town Clerk - Conveyance Tax 01070000-4730 $ 150,000 
Town Clerk - Fees 01070000-4604 70,000 
Building Department - Building Permits 01410000-4236 180,000 

$400,000 

Appropriation 
Transfer to Capital Reserve Fund 01810000-5924 $ 400,000 

Explanation 
The FY 2022 adopted Town budget included a $400,000 shortfall in funding to the capital plan. The plan was to monitor 
the operating results for FY 2021 and transfer available funds to cover the shortfall. See attached for additional 
operating information. 

Source of Funds 
Funding is from unanticipated revenue in the Town Clerk and Building Department. 

Recommended motion: 
Resolved, that the Board of Finance recommends to the Town Council the above additional appropriation . 

Approved 

Board of Finance 

Town Council 

Agenda Item 9a



Agenda Item: BA.2 

Fiscal Year 2021 Fiscal Year 2021 (If funding plan below is approved) 

Revised Budget Estimated Actuals Difference Revised Budget Estimated Actuals Comment 

Revenues $ 46,719,165 $ 47,514,802 $ 795,637 $ 47,119,165 $ 47,514,802 - The budget increases by $400K 

Expenditures * $ 47,457,165 $ 47,263,363 $ 193,802 $ 47,857,165 $ 47,663,363 - The budget increases by $400K 

Use of Fund Balance $ (738,000) $ 251,439 $ 989,439 $ (738,000) $ (148,561) Town uses $589,439 less of fund balance 

•-Assumes the Boa rd of Ed ucation has no unexpe nded funds. 

Funding Plan 

FY 2021 unanticiapted revenue Account# 

Town Clerk $ 150,000 01070000-4730 (Conveyance Tax) 

Town Clerk 70,000 01070000-4604 (Town Clerk Fees) 

Building Department ____ 1_s_o_,0_0_0_01410000-4236 (Building Permits) 

TOTAL $ 400,000 - Addit iona l appropriation from unant icipated revenue to the Capital Reserve fu nd 
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SCALE: 1" = 10'

68 NORTH MAIN STREET

PREPARED FOR

TOWN OF EAST HAMPTON

BOAT LAUNCH REPLACEMENT PLAN

SEARS PARK IMPROVEMENTS

SHEET NO. OF1 2

Environmental Consulting Construction Management

9/15/21

EAST HAMPTON, CT

129-08

J:\129\08\Design\PHASE II\PLOT_Sears Park.dgn

CONTRACTOR

FASTENERS SHALL BE REMOVED AND DISPOSED OF BY 

EXISTING PRECAST BOAT RAMP PLANKS AND MECHANICAL

PART OF THIS APPLICATION)

MATERIALS SHALL BE PLACED IN THE LAKE AS

UNCHANGED WITHIN THE WORK AREA (NO FILL

EXISTING LAKE BED ELEVATIONS SHALL REMAIN

4
5
' 
+
/
-

PRIOR TO START OF WORK)

THE CONTRACTOR AND APPROVED BY TOWN ENGINEER

AND INSTALLATION METHODS SHALL BE PROPOSED BY

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF COFFERDAM (MATERIALS

PERFORMED DURING PERIODS OF LOW WATER)

REPLACEMENT WITHIN THE WATER SHALL BE

(ALL WORK ASSOCIATED WITH BOAT RAMP

EXISTING WATER SURFACE ELEVATION (VARIES)

BY ANCHOR ENGINEERING.

SURVEY TAKEN ON 5/21/14 

WATER ELEVATION OF 467.2 +/-

BY ANCHOR ENGINEERING.

SURVEY TAKEN ON 3/4/17 

WATER ELEVATION OF 465.9 +/-.

(SEE BOAT RAMP SECTION AND PRECAST BOAT RAMP DETAIL)

AT A LENGTH/DEPTH PER MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS

PRECAST BOAT RAMP PLANKS SHALL BE INSTALLED

(SEE DETAIL)

12' x 16' CONCRETE PAD SHALL BE INSTALLED 

EXISTING CONCRETE PAD TO BE REMOVED AND 

PERENNIAL GRASS SEED.

AREA SHALL BE RESTORED WITH TOP SOIL AND 

BE PROTECTED BY E&S MEASURES AND ALL DISTURBED 

ALL MATERIAL DISTURBED AND/OR STOCKPILED SHALL 

(SEE CONCRETE BOAT RAMP SECTION)

" STONE (APPROX. 26")4
1BOTTOM OF THE 1

PRECAST BOAT RAMP TO A DEPTH EQUAL TO THE

INTERMEDIATE RIPRAP TO BE PLACED AROUND 

SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION

BITUMINOUS APRON AND BOAT RAMP

TO MATCH EXISTING GRADES, 

CONCRETE PAD SHALL BE INSTALLED

REMOVE WATER HANDLING AND RESTORE ALL DISTURBED AREAS TO THERE PRIOR CONDITION.8.

INSTALL RIP RAP AROUND BASE AND SIDES OF ASSEMBLED BOAT RAMP.7.

INSTALL PRECAST CONCRETE BOAT RAMP PLANKS.6.

CONSTRUCT CONCRETE PAD.5.

INSTALL AND COMPACT BASE MATERIALS AS SHOWN ON PLANS.4.

PREPARE SUBBASE AND REMOVE ANY ORGANIC MATERIAL FROM LIMITS OF CONSTRUCTION.3.

DEMO EXISTING BOAT LAUNCH AND DISPOSE OFF SITE.2.

INSTALL APPROVED WATER HANDLING PRIOR TO DEMOLITION OF EXISTING BOAT RAMP.1. 
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SCALE: 1"=  10'

 10  10  20  30  40 

TYPICAL CONCRETE PAD DETAIL

PRECAST CONCRETE BOAT RAMP DETAIL

" CRUSHED STONE (TYP.)2
1

6" COMPACTED 

ASTM A496 WITH A MINIMUM YIELD STRENGTH OF Fy = 70,000 PSI.

YIELD STRENGTH OF Fy = 65,000 PSI OR SHALL CONSIST OF DEFORMED BAR AND CONFORM TO

ALL WELDED WIRE FABRIC SHALL CONSIST OF PLAIN BARS AND CONFORM TO ASTM A185 WITH A7.

ASTM A884 WELDED WIRE FABRIC

REINFORCEMENT SHALL CONFORM TO:6

ALL EXPOSED EDGES SHALL BE CHAMFERED 3/4" UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.5.

ENVIRONMENT.

ALL NEW SLABS TO BE 7-DAY WET CURED. ALL NEW CONCRETE TO BE PLACED IN A CONTROLLED 4.

REINFORCING STEEL SHALL CONFORM TO ASTM A-615, GRADE 603.

4000 PSISLAB-ON-GRADE

CONCRETE SHALL HAVE THE FOLLOWING MINIMUM COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AT 28 DAYS.2.

NO. 425-75

"4
3

50-100

3.5"100

SIEVE SIZEPERCENT PASSING

SOILS BENEATH THE SLAB SHALL BE BANK CONTROLLED FILL CONFORMING TO THE FOLLOWING1.

NOTES:

6X6 W4.0XW4.0 T & B (TYP.) 

3
.5
'

NOT  TO  SCALE

BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

REQUIRED

TACK COAT AS

(COMPACTED)

8" PROCESSED GRAVEL

COMPACTED SUBGRADE

PAVEMENT 

1-1/2" CLASS 2 BITUMINOUS

PAVEMENT 

1-1/2"" CLASS 1 BITUMINOUS

A

A

SECTION A-A

CONNECTING BAR

B

DETAIL B

NOTES:

WEIGHT OF CONCRETE SLAB IS APPROXIMATELY 4,000 LBS EACH5.

H-20 DESIGN LOADING PER AASHTO HS-20-444.

REINFORCING STEEL CONFORMS TO LATEST ASTM A615 AND A82 OR A185 SPECS.3.

CONCRETE - 5,000 PSI, 28 DAYS2.

CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE SHOP DRAWINGS PRIOR TO APPROVAL1.
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COMPLIANT WITH ALL TOWN, STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS. 

WATER LEVEL, CONSISTENT WITH MANUFACTURES RECOMMENDATIONS AND

BOAT RAMP REPLACEMENT SHALL BE PERFORMED DURING A PERIOD OF LOW1.

NOTES:

MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS)

(PLANKS TO BE MECHANICALLY FASTENED PER

20'x2'x8" PRECAST CONCRETE BOAT RAMP PLANKS

GRADE OF PRECAST CONCRETE PLANKS

INTERMEDIATE RIPRAP INSTALLED TO MATCH

AND PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF NEW CRUSHED STONE

AFTER EXISTING BOAT RAMP HAS BEEN REMOVED

SUBGRADE TO BE INSPECTED BY DESIGN ENGINEER

FILTER FABRIC

8" CONCRETE PAD (SEE DETAIL)

ELEV.= 466.30 +/-

12% MAX.

ELEV.= 462.0 +/-

1"= 2'

AVERAGE HIGH WATER LEVEL = 467.2 +/-

AVERAGE LOW WATER LEVEL = 465.9 +/-

APPROXIMATELY 29' +/- 16'

NOT TO SCALE

NOT TO SCALE
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I. Introduction 

The Town of East Hampton is seeking a qualified developer to collaborate with the Town for the 
necessary cleanup, redevelopment and private acquisition of the former Summit Thread properties 
within the Historic Village Center of East Hampton. 

The site consists of three separate parcels, two of which are town owned, the other of which is in 
private ownership but is anticipated to be town owned during this process. All three will ultimately be 
available for acquisition by a developer or developers selected pursuant to this Request for Proposals. 
Proposals submitted may consist of all three parcels, the 13 Summit Street property individually or the 
two Watrous Street parcels considered together.  

In its entirety, the Summit Thread site contains just under 4 acres of land and significant road frontage. 
The two Town owned parcels are adjacent and offer a mill redevelopment opportunity on one, while the 
other is vacant and can be used for parking.   The privately held parcel contains a large historic mill 
structure and envelopes a portion of Pocotopaug Creek.  

The community seeks to redevelop and replace these tired and unused historic mill complexes with 
vibrant attractive development that interconnects with the historic Village Center and the Air Line Trail. 
While this Request for Proposals directly governs redevelopment and disposition of the properties, it 
also articulates planning objectives that relate, to a certain extent, to the Historic Village Center as a 
whole. For the anticipated redevelopment of the mill site to be truly successful, it should catalyze, 
support, and facilitate district-wide improvements. The Town is willing to entertain creative proposals in 
order to facilitate the cleanup and reuse of these properties. 

Over the last two decades, the Town of East Hampton and its residents have undertaken community 
processes to identify elements that should be prioritized in any new development in or surrounding the 
Village Center. The Zoning Regulations and Plan of Conservation and Development both prioritize and 
encourage the redevelopment of these parcels.  

The Town intends to use its given authority to access various grant funds in order to collaborate with 
and assist the chosen developer to achieve the stated goals. The Town intends to choose the most 
desirable proposal and qualified developer with the skills necessary to complete the project. 

Proposals are due at the Office of the Town Manager (the address and additional information are 
provided in Section VI, Submission Requirements) by noon, local time on November 19, 2021. 

Submission by a Proposer of a Proposal represents acceptance of and agreement to all terms and 
conditions of this RFP. 

II. Goals and Objectives.

The Town seeks to enter into an agreement with a developer or developers for the disposition and 
coordinated development of the Summit Thread site. The Town desires mixed use development that 
serves as a destination in the Town and fits within the context of the Historic Village Center. However, a 
proposal which only incorporates a single use will not be rejected if all other goals and objectives can be 
met.  

Agenda Item 9cRFP for Summit/Watrous Street Properties
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A detailed list and description of the planning objectives, as well as a summary of the Design Review 
Guidelines for the Village Center are provided in Section IV below. The Selection Criteria described 
below call for adherence to these planning and design objectives. 

III. Property Description
A. Location 

i. Parcel Location
The three parcels are located within the Town of East Hampton adjacent to and within the
Village Center.
a. 13 Summit Street – This parcel is irregularly shaped and is bordered by Summit Street

(CT 196) to the south, Bevin Road to the north, Bevin Court to the east, and a private
residence and Center School to the west. The property is bisected by Pocotopaug Creek
and a pond which is impounded by the Artistic Wire Dam directly adjacent to the
building.

b. 1 Watrous Street – This parcel is irregularly shaped and is bounded by Summit Street (CT
196) to the north, Watrous Street to the west, 13 Watrous Street to the south, and Starr
Place and Starr Auto (vehicle repair facility) to the east.

c. 13 Watrous Street – This parcel is irregularly shaped and is bounded by Watrous Street
and 1 Watrous Street to the west, 1 Watrous Street and Starr Auto to the north, Starr
Place and private residences to the east, and Railroad Avenue to the South.

ii. Public Transit
The site is not directly adjacent to any public transit facilities; however, Middletown Area
Transit (MAT) operates a fixed route bus service through the Village Center. Route “F” of the
MAT system operates several times throughout the day and stops along Main Street,
approximately 675 feet from the Summit Thread site. This service provides a direct route
through Portland to Middletown where connections can be made to Hartford and Meriden.

iii. Vehicular Access
All three sites can be easily accessed via Summit Street (CT 196) as well as either Bevin Blvd
or Watrous Street.

iv. Parking
Any redevelopment of the Summit Thread site will require the provision of parking as set
forth in the zoning regulations. Parking on the streets is prohibited due to their narrow
width. The parcel at 13 Watrous provides an opportunity for a development proposal to
include a shared facility which can accommodate the development and additional parking
for the public. The Town is willing to retain ownership of this parcel and share a parking
facility in perpetuity with the developer to accommodate the 1 Watrous Street property.

v. Pedestrian and Bicycle Access
Bicycle access to the site is good. A pedestrian sidewalk exists along Summit Street which is
part of a system of sidewalks which connects the Village Center with the commercial area
on Route 66 and Lake Pocotopaug. There is a trail head for the Air Line Trail with limited
parking along Watrous Street approximately 400 feet to the south with others nearby on
Main and Smith Streets. The Air Line Trail is a multi-use trail which runs from Portland to the
Connecticut/Massachusetts state line.
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B. Site Description 
i. Size 

The overall site size is approximately four (4) acres. It is comprised of three (3) separate 
parcels: 

Lot Address Acres Building Size 
06A-62-2A 13 Summit Street 2.1 45,000 s.f. 
06A-59-12A 1 Watrous Street .515 19,500 s.f. 
06A-59-12 13 Watrous Street 1.36 0 
Total  3.975 64,500 s.f. 

ii. Shape 
The site is somewhat rectangular and bisected by Summit Street (CT 196). It is generally 
bordered by roads and private property.  

iii. Topography 
The area encompassing 1 and 13 Watrous Street is generally flat, with a rise in grade toward 
the northern end of the parcel of about 8 feet. The Summit Street parcel is generally flat but 
slopes down gradient toward Summit Street approximately 14 feet. These figures are 
estimates and Proposers will be expected to confirm topography changes as part of their 
own due diligence. 

 
 

C. Site Context – Neighborhood and Abutting Properties 
i. Historic Use 

The site was developed beginning in the 1880s as a part of the Town industrial boom. The 
property at 13 Summit was built as the Merrick & Conant Silk Manufacturer in 1880 and 
quickly turned into the Summit Thread Company in 1882. Summit Thread remained on the 
site until 1940. Between 1940 and about 2010, the building was used for various types of 
industry and retail business. It has been vacant for approximately 10 years. The property at 1 
Watrous Street was constructed by the Summit Thread Company in 1882 and remained in 
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their ownership until 1940. It has since been used by various industries until about 2016 
when the Town of East Hampton took ownership. The property at 13 Watrous Street was 
constructed as the power house for Summit Thread in 1910. After Summit Thread vacated, it 
was used as power house for various properties in the Village until Ghezzi Motors purchased 
the building and used it as an automotive repair shop. The Town took ownership of the 
property in 2002 and has done extensive remediation, which included demolition of the 
structure. 
 

ii. Context Within Town 
Understanding the site’s positioning within the Town will be crucial to the success of a 
development on this site. The site is centrally located, with adjacencies to important assets 
within the Town. The site sits at the central point within the Belltown Historic District 
(described in more detail in Subsection C. iii., below). The site lies within the Village Center 
which hosts shops and restaurants, as well as the Post Office, Library, Senior Center, and a 
school. The site is also within walking distance of other commercial areas along Route 66. In 
addition, nearby Sears Park lies on the shore of Lake Pocotopaug, a 502 acre lake which 
supports boating, kayaking, fishing, and swimming. Municipal sewer and water are available, 
along with natural gas and fiber optics. The site also lies within the Village Center TIF District. 
 

iii. Belltown Historic District and Village Center 
The Belltown Historic District encompasses the industrial center of East Hampton. This area is 
historically significant as having been a center for bell making, a highly specialized industry 
which prospered for over 100 years. To this day, East Hampton is still home to Bevin Brothers 
Manufacturing, the only manufacturer devoted solely to the production of bells in the United 
States. The district contains a full range of historic resources, which illustrate the diversity of 
scale, function, and level of architectural style from the 18th century right through the 20th 
century. 
 
The Village Center Zone is a mixed use zone lying at the heart of the Village Center and 
encourages a range of uses especially where commercial spaces are on the ground floor and 
upper floors are used for residential purposes. The zone allows flexibility in design, allows for 
minimum to no setback requirements and is flexible on parking requirements. The goal of the 
zone is to retain the historic character and nature of the village and to allow a natural mix of 
uses.  
 

D. Traffic and Access Improvements.  
All parcels are located in a manner that they can be accessed from Route 196. The Town 
encourages improvements to the access and circulation. At the Watrous location, it is 
recommended that the two parcels be looked as one in regard to parking and access. 
  

E. Zoning 
As detailed more fully below (see “Submission Requirements”) Proposers are required by this 
RFP to submit a Conceptual Program and Plan (CPP) for their proposed use for the site. The CPP 
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should include, but not be limited to, the elements of an application required by Section 5.1 
(Village Center Zone) or 4.5 (Village Housing Overlay) of the Zoning Regulations. 
 
All development on the site shall be undertaken in accordance with §5.1 or 4.5 of the East 
Hampton Zoning Regulation applicable to the VC or VHO Zones. Proposers are required to 
certify that, if selected, they will apply for the appropriate permit to develop the site pursuant 
to §5.1 or 4.5.  
 
By virtue of this requirement, all proposals must demonstrate their compliance with the 
requirements as set forth in §4.5 or 5.1 of the East Hampton Zoning Regulation, unless waived 
by the Planning and Zoning Commission in response to a request for a waiver enumerated in the 
proposal. Proposers are required, in their submissions, to enumerate each waiver they intend to 
request. The regulatory requirements are quoted, paraphrased, or summarized here for 
convenience (summaries and paraphrasing are indicated by brackets [ ]), but Proposers should 
not rely on this outline and should instead refer to the full text of the regulation. 
 
§4.5.E Housing and Affordability 
 
No application within the VHO which contains residential use shall be approved unless at least 
20% of the total dwelling units proposed are devoted to affordable housing. 
 
§5.1 Permitted Uses (VC) 
 
[Permitted uses include Multifamily dwellings, municipal facilities, structured parking facilities, 
religious or educational uses, childcare facility, non-profit private club, personal service 
establishment, bank, retail sales establishment, convenience store, medical center or clinic, self-
service laundry, restaurants, craft shop, office, motel or hotel, commercial parking lot or garage, 
and open space.] 
 
§4.5.D Density 
 
1. [For residential uses taking advantage of the VHO, density is set at 20 units/acre for  multi-

family, 10 units/ acre for townhouses, and 6 units/acre for duplex developments.] 
 

2. [No retail sales establishment may exceed 25,000 square feet.] 
 

3. [In the VC Zone, residential uses may be approved for upper floors, but no less than 75% of 
the first floor must be a commercial use.] 

 
§5.1.D Dimensional Regulations 
 
[Includes, but is not limited to, maximum building heights of 30’, depending on location. 
Maximum building coverage of 75% of the lot. Setback requirements may be waived.] 
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§5.1.G Design Review Provisions 
 
Proposers are encouraged to consult the regulations. The VC area is subject to review and 
approval by the Design Review Board in accordance with CGS Section 8-2j. Since the 
architectural design, scale and mass of the buildings and other structures are important in 
determining the visual character of an area, the guidelines listed are recommended so as to 
harmonize and be compatible with the neighborhood, to protect property values and to 
preserve and improve the appearance and the beauty of the community. The Commission and 
the Design Review Board will review the relationship of the buildings to the site and adjoining 
areas, the landscape treatment, the building design, site lighting, and signage. Provisions within 
the Regulations and the Design Review Handbook should be considered.  
 
§7.2 Parking and Loading 
 
Parking is required to follow the Section 7.2 of the zoning regulations. Within the Village Center, 
nearby shared parking facilities can be considered in order to construct less than the minimum 
required parking. In addition, the Commission will consider mixed use types and the different 
times of demand. The applicant must demonstrate to the Commission that the peak demand 
and principal operating hours for each use are suitable for a common parking facility.   
 

F. Environmental 
The Town, along with assistance from the Connecticut Brownfields Land Bank, has Conducted 
Phase One and Two Environmental Assessments as well as a Hazardous Building Materials 
Assessment at 1 Watrous. In addition, the Town has invested in Phase One and Two 
Assessments and some cleanup and remediation at 13 Watrous Street. The Town has contracted 
with an Engineer for the completion of a Phase 1 Environmental Assessment and will be working 
toward gaining funding to conduct a Phase 2 Assessment and a Hazardous Building Materials 
Assessment in the near future for 13 Summit Street.  
 

IV. Planning  
A. Planning Process 
Several planning studies and documents have been created and should be consulted to better 
understand the site, community and Town objectives, development potential, and the larger context 
of the Village Center. These documents are available on the Town website under the Land Use 
Department. 

1. Village Center Streetscape and Improvements Plan - 2021 
2. Plan of Conservation and Development – 2016 
3. AMS Market Assessment Update – 2015 
4. Planimetrics Incentive Housing Zone Study - 2011 
5. East Hampton EDC Village Center Renewal – 2006 
6. TPA/AMS Village Center Revitalization Assessment – 2006 
7. Sanders/Mullin Revitalization Study – 1990 
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B. Planning Objectives 

The following planning objectives will be taken into consideration in rating and ranking proposals, 
and in selecting the most advantageous proposal. Selection criteria on pages 19-22 of this RFP 
correlate directly with each of these objectives and indicate the manner in which ratings on each 
objective will be determined. In order to demonstrate the advantageousness of a proposal with 
respect to each objective, a Proposer must include in its CPP a narrative response, graphics, visual 
renderings, plans and elevations, as appropriate, specifically addressing that objective. 

The Town understands that, with respect to some of the objectives outlined below, there are 
alternative ways of fulfilling the objective, not all of which will necessarily be included in a proposal. 
However, as these are the priorities identified by the community, a proposal will not be successful if 
it does not address a significant portion of the alternatives identified for each objective. Ultimately, 
the community’s goal is to create a new destination for residents, workers, and visitors alike, one 
which encourages extended stays downtown and creates an opportunity to park once and spend a 
morning, afternoon or evening enjoying the open spaces, visiting shops, having a meal, or attending 
a cultural event. 

a. Product Type: 
• Retail/restaurant component 

Part of any commercial component in a mixed-use development should include 
retail and/or restaurant space(s). This retail may be neighborhood oriented, such as 
a coffee shop or bakery, or it may be destination retail, such as a farmers’ market or 
sit-down restaurant. Based on the Village Center Zone, retail/restaurant and open 
space are the most highly favored components of the development, with the 
following types of retail uses strongly encouraged: food establishments; retail 
stores; grocery or market; professional office; personal service; fitness. 

• Housing for a variety of age groups and income levels 

The residential component of a mixed-use development (or if a completely 
residential development) should be multi-family and/or townhouse rather than 
single-family. At a minimum, new housing units should be affordable to a mix of 
income levels such as workforce to market-rate and/or luxury, consistent with the 
Town’s affordability requirement (20%) as set out in the Village Housing Overlay 
District. A permanent Affordable Housing Restriction shall be recorded with respect 
to the Affordable Housing Units. 

Housing could be available to seniors, millennials, and age groups in between and 
may be any combination of ownership types. 

b. Neighborhood Context and Character of Development: 
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• Responsive to the context and character of the Village Center. Development should 
serve as a catalyst for the revitalization of the area. Reuse of existing buildings is 
preferred.  

The character of the Village Center is critical to the Town. The surrounding historic 
mill buildings create a strong aesthetic fabric and architectural style. A proposed 
development should not only complement the context of the Village Center, but 
also enhance and anchor it. The Town seeks a development that includes an 
outstanding design with iconic and memorable features and character. 

• The Town wants this site to serve as an attractive and vibrant destination for Town 
residents and visitors from nearby communities. The development should have its 
own identity and branding and serve as a destination. The Site is located near to the 
Air Line Trail and any proposal should take into consideration this relationship.  
 

c. Linkages, networks, and circulation: 
• Development that connects to surrounding neighborhood and Village Center 

The Summit Thread site is centrally located between the Route 66 commercial 
corridor and the Village Center. It is also within close proximity to the Air Line Trail, 
Memorial School (K-3), and adjacent to Center School (4-5). Sidewalks are present 
throughout the Village Center and to the Route 66 corridor. Redevelopment of the 
Summit Thread site should include appropriate access to existing and upgraded 
sidewalks and accommodations for multi-modal use.  

• Pedestrian and bicycle friendly 
Circulation to and within the site should accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists. 
Where appropriate, there should be designated lanes for these users to travel safely 
within the development. Development should, where possible, facilitate pedestrian 
and bicycle traffic within the broader Village Center and the Air Line Trail, 
particularly to and from the downtown. 
 

d. Environmental Responsibility: 
• Environmentally conscious development 

Environmentally conscious development may be measured by LEED standards or 
other sustainable building standards. It would include green materials and be 
sustainable. In addition, the town encourages low-impact development (LID) design 
techniques such as pervious surfaces, rain gardens, and other stormwater 
management techniques. 

Environmentally sensitive principles would include, but not be limited to, promotion 
of health and safety through design and maintenance of the built environment; 
planting of native species; promotion of the smart use of water, inside and out, to 
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reduce potable water consumption; and reducing the environmental consequences 
of construction and operation of buildings and infrastructure. 

e. Design/Development: 
• Adherence to dimensional, design, and other requirements of the Village Center 

Zone and the Design Guidelines as required by the Design Review Board.  
• Design/ Development Guidelines 

Depending on the proposal, there are differing design guidelines. A  prospective 
developer should refer to the Zoning Regulations Section 4.5 (Village Housing 
Overlay) if proposing a solely residential project, or Section 5.1 (Village Center Zone) 
for the any mixed use or solely commercial projects. General speaking, both 
regulations encourage development that pays homage to the industrial past while 
allowing for adaptive reuse of the properties.  

 

V. Land Disposition Agreement 

The Selected Developer(s) will be required to negotiate and enter into a Land Disposition Agreement 
with the Town within sixty days (60) days of the Developer(s’) selection by the Town Council that will 
outline the agreement between the parties regarding the final project and land transfer approval 
process, projected timelines and other matters as deemed necessary by the parties. 

VI. Submission Requirements. 

Submission Timeline 

1. Pre-Submission Meeting and Tour 
A Pre-Submission Meeting/Site Tour will be held at 1 Watrous Street, on Tuesday, October 19 at 
1:00 pm. At the Pre-Submission Meeting, Proposers will sign-in to memorialize their attendance 
and receive instructions for the Site Tour. Thereafter, Proposers will be given a tour of the 
Summit Thread Site. After the Site Tour, Proposers will be invited to a meeting where further 
questions of the Town can be asked by the Proposers and the questions will be memorialized 
and posted on the Town’s website. 
 
If the time is changed, the new date and time will be posted on the Town of East Hampton 
website. Prospective Proposers are strongly encouraged to confirm their attendance in advance 
of the Pre-Submission Meeting and Site Tour with the Town by email at 
csirois@easthamptonct.gov. This will be the only Site Tour provided by the Town. 
 

2. Proposer Inquiries 
Proposers may submit questions regarding this RFP to the Town of East Hampton. All such 
requests for information or clarification of the intent and content of any provision of this RFP 
and any other questions from Proposers regarding this RFP must be submitted via email to 

mailto:dcox@easthamptonct.gov
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csirois@easthamptonct.gov by Tuesday, October 26, 2021 at 4:00pm. All questions will remain 
anonymous. The Town will post answers to questions, without any identifiers as to the source of 
the question, as an addendum to the RFP on the Town website. No principal, employee or agent 
of any Proposer, or any person or firm which will participate in the preparation of the proposal 
or in the proposed development project, shall communicate in any manner about this RFP, or 
about the development of the Summit Thread site, with a member of the Selection Committee, 
the Town Council, the Planning and Zoning Commission, any Town employee or any of its 
consultants or representatives except through written questions as described above. Any 
violation of this requirement shall be grounds for disqualification. 
 

3. Town Requests for Clarification 
Subsequent to receiving the Proposals, the Town may request clarifications of the Proposers’ 
Proposals. The Town reserves the right to contact individual Proposer team members to clarify 
their roles and to request additional information. 
 

1. Submission Requirements 

A proposal shall be comprised of a sealed envelope or package labelled “EAST HAMPTON SUMMIT 
THREAD PROPOSAL” and bearing the name of the Proposer, containing three distinct components, each 
sealed within a separate envelope or package and labelled respectively as follows: (1) QUALIFICATIONS 
STATEMENT; (2) DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL;(3)FINANCIAL ANALYSIS & PRICE PROPOSAL. 

Within each envelope, the Proposer should provide 10 hard copies and 1 electronic copy of the 
submission in the form of a flash drive titled “EastHamptonSummitThread Proposal_YourCompany”. 
Proposals must be received by the Town of East Hampton by noon local time Friday, November 19, 2021 
at the following address: Town of East Hampton, Office of the Town Manager, 1 Community Drive, East 
Hampton CT, 06424 

a. Transmittal Letter. Qualifications Statements shall include a transmittal letter identifying the 
Proposer, the principal(s) or officer(s) authorized to execute documents on behalf of each entity 
which is part of the development team, as well as a contact person from the Proposer 
authorized to receive communications from the Selection Committee or the Town. 

b. Proposer Qualifications and Experience. Qualifications Statements must include resumes for 
key individuals including the Project Principal and Project Manager, and of key individuals from 
the design team or other consultants included in the proposal. It is expected that these 
individuals will work on the proposed Summit Thread project should the team be selected. 
Resumes must describe the experience of the Proposer in the development of mixed-use 
projects of comparable size and scope to the proposed Summit Thread project. The 
Qualifications Statement should highlight such projects in New England, if any. For each project 
description, Proposers should describe the specific role(s) of the Proposer in the development, 
the project size, project cost, project location, date of project opening, and current occupancy 
rate. 

mailto:dcox@easthamptonct.gov
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c. Proposer Organizational Structure. Qualifications Statements shall clearly identify each entity or 
individual that is a key member of the Proposer’s team on this project and the roles to be played 
by each such team member. This can be included as an organizational chart and/or narrative 
format. If the Proposer is a joint venture, the Proposer must clearly identify, for each member of 
the joint venture, such member’s share or interest in the financial or other benefits, risks or 
liabilities of the venture (“joint venture interest”). If a Proposer anticipates forming one or more 
entities which do not exist at the time of the proposal submission, but which would be formed 
in order to carry out the Proposer’s development functions in the event the Proposer is selected 
pursuant to this RFP, the Qualifications Statements shall disclose such to-be-formed entities and 
describe their structure. 

d. Financial Capability of Proposer. The Qualifications Statement shall include evidence of the 
financial capability of the Proposer, or other entity described in Paragraph c. above, to secure 
required financing. Such evidence may include financial statements attesting to the amount of 
working capital within the Proposer’s control that is available for the project, documentation as 
to financing secured in connection with past projects of comparable size, letters of intent from 
financial institutions with respect to this project, bonding capacity, or other reliable evidence. 

e. Disclosure of Bankruptcies, Foreclosures, Liens, and Litigation. The Qualifications Statement 
shall disclose all bankruptcies, foreclosures, liens pending or adjudicated within the past five (5) 
years, and a list of all lawsuits in which the Proposer was a party since January 1, 2010 along 
with the docket number, names of all parties in the lawsuit, the Memorandum of Decision, the 
Judgment and result of any appeal. 

f. Current Projects. The Qualifications Statement shall include a list of current and suspended 
projects, including any project that (a) is currently under design or construction or has a permit 
application of any type pending; and any project that (b) has been paused or suspended or has 
not been completed for any reason, for which the Proposer sought within the last five (5) years 
any permit, variance, or zoning change on land under the Proposer’s current control. For each 
project, the Proposer shall indicate the nature, location, scope, estimated cost, schedule 
(including dates of design completion, construction start, and substantial completion), current 
status of the project, and reasons for the pause, suspension, delay, or abandonment, if 
applicable. 

g. References. The Qualifications Statement shall include references and their contact information 
(including telephone number and e-mail address) identifying in what capacity and on what 
projects each such reference became familiar with the work of the Proposer or key team 
members. References shall include two from lenders and/or institutional equity investors and 
two from municipalities in which the project type described above in (b.) have been built. 
 

2. Development Proposal: Conceptual Program and Plan 
a. Executive Summary. The Development Proposal shall include an Executive Summary 

providing a description of the proposed development, the Proposer’s approach to the 
design and execution of the project, and key features of the proposal. 

b. Conceptual Program and Plan. Proposers shall submit a Conceptual Program and Plan (CPP) 
for the site. The CPP should include, but not be limited to, the elements of a pre-application 
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conceptual plan in accordance with the Village Center Zone, including the footprints of all 
buildings, areas that will be developed as green or open spaces, and general site 
improvements. 
 
The CPP shall also contain: 

A certification that the Proposer, if selected, will apply for the appropriate permits from the 
various agencies and Commissions as required based on the type of development proposed. 
It is a condition of this disposition that all development on the site shall be undertaken in 
accordance with all applicable State and Local codes, ordinances, and regulations; 

A narrative which addresses each of the relevant design objectives in Sections 4.5 or 5.1 of 
the VHO or VC Zoning Regulations and each of the Design Guidelines for the area; 
Conceptual drawings of the proposed development, including representations of buildings, 
site improvements, green and open spaces, and other notable features; 

A plan and narrative delineating streets, sidewalks, pathways, and green/open spaces, 
addressing for each such component depicted on the plan a proposed legal mechanism or 
combination of such mechanisms (e.g., easement conveyed to the Town, open space or 
public use restriction, conveyance of green space to Town or non-profit land preservation 
organization, street acceptance, etc.) for ensuring and preserving public access, public use 
and passage rights. 

Enumeration in narrative form of each waiver, if any, which the Proposer intends to request 
pursuant to the Zoning Regulations of dimensional, design, parking, or other requirements 
of the VHO or VC zones. In the alternative, the Proposer may certify that it will, if selected, 
request no waivers; 

An illustrative site plan demonstrating how uses will be distributed on the site; and 

A Table of Site Uses detailing the number of units and square footage for each building or 
space type; number of buildings by use; number of parking spaces; number and square 
footage of public spaces; etc. 

Plans and elevations should be submitted on a scale of 1” = 40’. 

3. Financial Analysis and Price Proposal 
a. Financial Analysis. The Financial Analysis and Price Proposal shall contain a financial analysis 

that includes the proforma Development Costs (including design, construction, and 
financing costs) of the entire project and the projected income and expenses for the first ten 
years of occupancy in sufficient detail to evaluate the reasonableness of the projections. If 
insufficient detail is provided, or the Proposer on request fails to supplement the 
information submitted, the proposal may be rejected. 

b. Price Proposal. The envelope marked FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND PRICE PROPOSAL shall 
contain, on the form provided in this RFP, the Proposer’s price offer for the purchase of the 
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site. No price proposals will be considered until the Selection Committee has completed its 
evaluations and ranking of the Development Proposals. In the interest of developing the 
collaboration and partnership described in the Request for Proposals, the Town will consider 
non-cash proposals.  Such non-cash proposals could be in the form of in-kind services 
provided to the Town for assistance in seeking and administering grants and overseeing 
environmental clean-up of the site, provision of appropriate environmental engineering 
services, development of off-site improvements, trades of appropriate and valuable land or 
other types of consideration. 
 

4. Financial Guarantee 
The proposer selected for development will be subjected to performance bonds in the form of 
either cash or letter of credit. The amount required will be determined based on the scope of the 
project and in accordance with Section 9.1.E of the Zoning Regulations.  
 

VII. Selection 
The Town Manager will appoint the following persons to serve as the Selection Committee for this 
RFP. 
• One Town Council Member 
• One Planning & Zoning Commission Member 
• One Brownfields Redevelopment Agency Member 
• One Economic Development Commission Member 
• One Design Review Board Member 
• Public Works Director 
• Public Utilities Administrator 
• Planning and Zoning Official 
• Finance Director 
• Town Manager 

 
The Selection Committee will review and evaluate proposals in accordance with the procedures set 
forth herein. As described in Section VI above, Proposers must submit three separate envelopes (1) 
QUALIFICATIONS STATEMENT; (2) DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL; and (3) FINANCIAL ANALYSIS & PRICE 
PROPOSAL. 
 
Qualifications Statement Evaluation and Composite Rating. The Selection Committee will evaluate, 
and rate Qualifications Statements as described below ([see pages 19-22]) and may reject proposals 
from Proposers the Selection Committee deems unqualified. Proposers ranked “Unacceptable” in 
any of the minimum requirements under the Qualifications of Proposer section will be considered 
not to have met the minimum qualification requirements, be disqualified and not have their 
Development Proposal and Financial Analysis & Price Proposal reviewed. 
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After determining the rating for each criterion, the Selection Committee shall specify a qualifications 
composite rating of Highly Advantageous, Advantageous, or Not Advantageous and the reasons for 
the composite rating. A composite rating of Highly Advantageous will be awarded if the Selection 
Committee determines, considering its ratings on each of the underlying evaluation criteria, that it 
has a high level of confidence that the Proposer can develop the Summit Thread site, in accordance 
with its proposal, without significant risk to the Town. A composite rating of Advantageous will be 
awarded if the Selection Committee determines, considering its ratings on each of the underlying 
evaluation criteria, that it has reasonable confidence that the Proposer can develop the Summit 
Thread site, in accordance with its proposal, without significant risk to the Town. A composite rating 
of Not Advantageous will be awarded if the Selection Committee determines that it does not have a 
sufficient level of confidence to award an Advantageous rating. 
 
Development Proposal Evaluation. All proposals that meet minimum Proposer qualification 
requirements, and that satisfactorily provide requested supplemental materials, will be reviewed, 
evaluated, rated and ranked by the Selection Committee based on the Development Proposal 
selection criteria described below ([see pages 19-22]). At any phase of the evaluation process, the 
Selection Committee will reject a proposal it finds to be non-responsive or has rated Unacceptable 
as to any evaluation criterion. Proposals will be reviewed and evaluated in each of the following 
categories: (a) Provision of Community Objectives, and (b) Adherence to Design Criteria/Vision. 
The Selection Committee will conduct a preliminary evaluation to identify proposals which, on their 
face, the Selection Committee determines to be Not Advantageous, Unacceptable, or non-
responsive. The Selection Committee will reject such proposals without further consideration. 
After conducting the preliminary evaluation, the Selection Committee may elect, but is not required, 
to hear oral presentations. If the Selection Committee elects to hear oral presentations, each 
qualified Proposer whose proposal has not been rejected will be invited to make an oral 
presentation to the Selection Committee to introduce key personnel and highlight distinguishing 
features of their proposal. Oral presentations will be open to the public, but not for public comment. 
Members of the Selection Committee may ask questions at the oral presentations. Each of the 
Proposers’ participants in its oral presentation is expected to be responsible for the work and active 
on the project if selected. Invitations to make an oral presentation will provide further instructions 
as to the time, place, duration, and topics of the presentations requested by the Selection 
Committee with respect to the specific proposal. 
 
Composite rating for Development Proposal. After evaluating each proposal in accordance with the 
selection criteria, and after applying the composite rating for the Qualifications Statement as further 
explained below, the Selection Committee will specify in writing a single composite rating for each 
Development Proposal (Highly Advantageous, Advantageous, Not Advantageous, Unacceptable) and 
the reasons for the composite rating. 
 
In determining a composite rating for a Development Proposal prior to considering the Financial 
Analysis & Price Proposals, the Selection Committee will be guided by the following rules: 
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1. No Development Proposal will receive a composite rating of “Highly Advantageous” unless it 
has received ratings of “Highly Advantageous” on a majority of the evaluation criteria. 

2. No Development Proposal will receive a composite rating of “Advantageous” unless it has 
received ratings of “Advantageous” or better on a majority of the evaluation criteria. 

3. A Development Proposal shall receive a composite rating of “Not Advantageous” if it has 
received ratings of “Not Advantageous” on three or more evaluation criteria, regardless of the 
rating received on the remaining evaluation criteria. The Selection Committee may specify a 
composite rating of “Not Advantageous” if the Development Proposal receives a rating of “Not 
Advantageous” on any criterion. No Development Proposal will receive a composite rating 
higher than the highest rating it receives on any evaluation criterion or lower than the lowest 
rating it receives on any evaluation criterion. 

 
In determining the composite rating for a Development Proposal, the Selection Committee may 
take account of an Advantageous or Not Advantageous composite Qualifications Statement rating, 
if the Selection Committee determines that in its judgment such rating entails a lower level of 
confidence in the Proposer’s capacity to deliver on its proposal, in which case the Selection 
Committee may reduce the composite rating of the Development Proposal and specify its reasons 
for so doing. The composite rating previously determined for each Qualifications Statement will be 
applied to the evaluation of the Development Proposal as follows: 
• If the Proposer has received a Highly Advantageous qualifications rating, the rating will not 

affect the rating or ranking of the Development Proposal. 
• If the Proposer has received a qualifications composite rating of Advantageous or Not 

Advantageous, the rating or ranking of the Development Proposal may be negatively affected, 
based on the Selection Committee’s determination of the degree to which the underlying 
reasons for the Advantageous or Not Advantageous rating warrant a lower level of confidence 
in the Proposer’s capacity to deliver on its proposal. Based on a Not Advantageous rating, the 
Selection Committee may determine that its lower level of confidence is such as to warrant 
rejection of the proposal. 

Ranking. The Selection Committee will rank the proposals in order of their advantageousness to 
the Town and specify reasons for their ranking. Proposals may be ranked as equal to one another 
(i.e., tied for placement in the ranking). In determining the ranking for a proposal, the Selection 
Committee may take account of an Advantageous or Not Advantageous Qualifications Statement 
rating, if the Selection Committee determines that in its judgment such rating entails a lower level 
of confidence in the Proposer’s capacity to deliver on its proposal. 

Conditional ratings and rankings. When determining the Development Proposal composite rating 
and the ranking of a proposal, the Selection Committee shall specify in writing (a) revisions, if any, 
to the CPP and other elements of the proposal, and (b) a recommended increase, if any, in the 
proposed price which should be obtained by negotiation prior to executing a Land Disposition 
Agreement with the Proposer, and may condition the rating or ranking of the proposal on 
successful negotiation of the revisions specified, the recommended price increase, or both. 
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Financial Analysis & Price Proposal. Upon completion of the evaluation and ranking of 
Development Proposals, the Selection Committee will consider the Financial Analysis & Price 
Proposals. 

The Financial Analyses will be reviewed before consideration of the Price Proposals. The Financial 
Analysis of each Proposer will be reviewed to ensure feasibility of the proposal. If a proposal is 
determined to be likely infeasible, it may be rejected, and the ranking of proposals will be 
adjusted accordingly. 

The Selection Committee will then determine the most advantageous proposal from a responsible 
and responsive Proposer1, taking into consideration price and the evaluation criteria set forth in 
this RFP ([see page 19-22]). 

In making this determination, the Selection Committee will be guided by the following rules: 

1. If the Proposer of the highest-ranked proposal has offered the highest price, to include cash 
and non-cash offers, that proposal will be deemed the most advantageous. 

2. If the highest price has been offered by a Proposer whose proposal is not the highest-ranked, 
then the Selection Committee shall, starting with the highest-ranked proposal and thereafter 
in descending rank order, consider each successive proposal, taking into consideration price 
and the evaluation criteria, to determine which proposal is the most advantageous. As to each 
proposal so considered, the Selection Committee shall specify in writing its reasons for 
determining that such proposal is or is not the most advantageous. 

3. In determining which proposal is most advantageous, the Selection Committee shall not 
recommend and need not further consider any proposal that has been ranked equal to or 
lower than the proposal for which the highest price has been offered. 

Selection Committee Recommendation 

The Selection Committee will recommend to the Town Council that the Town enter into the Land 
Disposition Agreement with the Proposer determined by the Selection Committee to have 
submitted the most advantageous proposal. The Selection Committee may elect instead to 
provisionally recommend a Proposer to the Town Council, conditioned upon the Proposer 
agreeing to the specific revisions to the CPP and other elements of the proposal, an increase in the 
proposed price, or both, as identified by the Selection Committee in writing to the Town Council. 

Alternatively, the Selection Committee may recommend that the Town Council make a 
determination from two or more equally advantageous proposals, or that all proposals be rejected 
in the best interests of the Town. 

 
1 1 "Responsible and responsive Proposer" as used herein means a Proposer who (a) has the capability to perform 
fully the requirements of this RFP and the Land Disposition Agreement, and the integrity and reliability which 
assures good faith performance, as determined by the Selection Committee pursuant to the selection process in 
this RFP; and (b) has submitted a proposal which conforms in all respects to this RFP. 
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The Town Council may accept the Selection Committee’s recommendation; request the Selection 
Committee to conduct further evaluations; reject all proposals if the Town Council determines 
that doing so is in the best interests of the Town; or make a determination, in reliance upon the 
Selection Committee’s ratings and ranking, that a different proposal is the most advantageous 
proposal from a responsible and responsive Proposer, taking into consideration price and the 
evaluation criteria set forth in this RFP. 

If the Town Council accepts the Selection Committee’s recommendation as to a proposal with 
respect to which the Selection Committee recommends negotiating specific revisions to the CPP 
and other elements of the proposal and/or an increase in the proposed price, the Town Council 
may condition an award on successful negotiation of the specified revisions and/or price increase 
prior to the execution of the Land Disposition Agreement. In authorizing such negotiations, the 
Town Council will rely on the Town Manager to conduct the negotiations. If the Town Council, 
acting through the Town Manager, is unable to successfully negotiate the specified revisions 
and/or price increase with the Proposer which has been provisionally recommended by the 
Selection Committee within thirty (30) days of the Selection Committee making such 
recommendation, then the Town Council may elect either to continue such negotiations or to 
proceed in accordance with the provisions of the previous paragraph. 

Selection Criteria: Qualification of Proposer 

The Selection Committee will conduct an initial review of Qualifications Statements and will deem 
Unacceptable and reject any which do not meet the following minimum requirements: 

1. Financing. Demonstrated experience financing at least three mixed-use real estate projects of 
a size and scope comparable to the proposed Summit Thread project, or demonstrated 
experience obtaining financial commitments for such projects. The Proposer must 
demonstrate cash reserves or line of credit of not less than $3 million and financial 
commitments, capacity to secure financing, and/or bonding capacity to complete the 
development of the Summit Thread site in a timely fashion as required by the Land Disposition 
Agreement. In addition, the Selection Committee will reject Qualifications Statements based 
on incomplete financial information, or evidence of financial instability or unreliability. 

2. Project development. Demonstrated record of successfully developing three mixed-use real 
estate projects of comparable size and scope to the proposed Summit Thread project. In 
addition, the Selection Committee may reject Qualifications Statements based on incomplete 
information regarding projects or team members. 

3. Business history. The Proposer, in substantially its current form of business organization, or as 
Joint Venture (JV)partner must have been in the commercial real estate development business 
for at least the past seven (7) years. 

4. Qualifications and experience of key personnel. The Principal or Principals in charge, and the 
Lead Architect, shall each have not less than 10 years of experience, and the Project Manager 
and all other key personnel shall each have not less than seven (7) years of experience, in their 
respective areas of responsibility, and the Project Manager shall be a current employee of the 
Proposer (or, if the Proposer is a joint venture, of a member of the joint venture). 
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If a Proposer is a partnership or joint venture, the primary partner or member of the joint 
venture must meet the minimum standards stated in criteria (2) and (3) above regardless of 
the joint venture interest division. The minimum standards stated in criterion (1) above must 
be met by the partnership or joint venture. If the Selected Developer is a partnership or joint 
venture, the Land Disposition Agreement with the Town will provide that all partners or 
venturers thereof will be jointly and severally liable for the Proposer’s obligations under the 
LDA. 

The Selection Committee will evaluate Qualifications Statements which appear to meet the 
foregoing minimum requirements and shall specify in writing a rating of Highly Advantageous, 
Advantageous, or Not Advantageous for each of the following criteria, and the reasons for the 
rating. 

In the course of conducting its evaluation of the Qualifications Statements, the Selection 
Committee may request a Proposer to submit further information reasonably related to any 
criterion. Such request shall be in writing or via electronic mail and shall set a reasonable 
deadline for submitting the information. The Selection Committee may disqualify a Proposer 
who fails to submit the requested information. 

Evaluation Criteria. The Proposer’s qualifications will be evaluated based on the following criteria: 

a. Comparable experience of the Proposer (Project Examples of the Proposer). The Selection 
Committee will rate highly Proposers which have successfully developed mixed-use real estate 
projects, including projects in New England, most closely similar in size, duration, complexity and 
sensitivity to the proposed Summit Thread project utilizing in key roles the key personnel and joint 
venturers (if any) identified in the Qualifications Statement. 

“Highly Advantageous” if the Selection Committee finds that relevant projects identified by the 
Proposer as having been completed within the last 10 years are excellent in design and 
construction, and have achieved at least 90% occupancy; and that the Proposer has successfully 
developed one or more projects closely similar to the historically oriented, environmentally 
sensitive and architecturally outstanding development sought by this RFP. 

“Advantageous” if the Selection Committee finds that relevant projects identified by the 
Proposer as having been completed within the last 10 years are excellent in design and 
construction, and have achieved at least 90% occupancy; that no single project undertaken by 
the Proposer is closely similar to the historically oriented, environmentally sensitive and 
architecturally outstanding development sought by this RFP, but that, taken together, the 
projects identified by the Proposer demonstrate a capacity to successfully undertake the 
development sought by this RFP. 

“Not Advantageous” if the Selection Committee finds that the requirements for an 
Advantageous rating have not been met. 
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b. Qualifications and experience of key personnel. The Selection Committee will rate highly 
Proposers whose key personnel have demonstrated extensive experience in successfully 
completing projects most closely similar in size, duration, complexity and sensitivity to the 
proposed Summit Thread project, performing roles and responsibilities similar to the roles and 
responsibilities proposed for such key personnel in the Qualifications Statement. Key personnel 
include, at minimum, Principal-in-Charge, Project Manager, and Lead Architect 

“Highly Advantageous” if the Selection Committee finds that all key personnel are highly 
experienced and have each achieved excellent results. 

“Advantageous” if the Selection Committee finds that not all key personnel meet the 
requirements for a rating of Highly Advantageous, but that nevertheless the Selection 
Committee finds that, taken together, the experience levels of key personnel demonstrate a 
capacity to successfully undertake the development sought by this RFP. 

“Not Advantageous” if the Selection Committee finds that the requirements for an 
Advantageous rating have not been met. 

c. Past performance/references of the Proposer, key personnel and joint ventures, if applicable. 
The Selection Committee will rate highly Proposers (including their key personnel) which, in 
reference interviews, receive strongly positive and authoritative references regarding (i) 
compliance with the terms of their contractual obligations to municipalities and to lenders; (ii) 
demonstrated ability to effectively and professionally design, construct, and manage major 
mixed-use real estate development projects, including completed projects of high quality; (iii) 
cooperation and coordination with the owner and other project participants; and (iv) 
minimization of claims and disputes. The Selection Committee will also take account of the 
Proposer’s track record of timely prosecution and completion of recent and current projects. 

“Highly Advantageous” if Proposers receive uniformly positive and authoritative references and 
demonstrate a record of timely prosecution and completion of recent and current projects. 

“Advantageous” if Proposers generally receive positive references and demonstrate a record of 
timely prosecution and completion of recent and current projects, if the Selection Committee 
finds that, taken together, the references and record of performance on current and recent 
projects are indicative of a capacity to complete the proposed Summit Thread project effectively 
and professionally without significant risk to the Town’s interests. 

“Not Advantageous” if the Selection Committee finds that the requirements for an 
Advantageous rating have not been met. 

 

d. Qualifications, Experience and Quality of Design Firms working on the Project (Project 
Examples of Design Firm) The Selection Committee will rate highly Proposers whose design 
firms/teams have designed projects, including projects in New England, similar in size, 
complexity and sensitivity to the proposed Summit Thread project. 
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“Highly Advantageous” if the Selection Committee finds that two or more relevant projects 
identified by the Proposer and attributable to the design firm are excellent in design, and that at 
least one such project is closely similar to the historically oriented, environmentally sensitive 
and architecturally outstanding development sought by this RFP. 

“Advantageous” if the Selection Committee finds that two or more relevant projects identified 
by the Proposer and attributable to the design firm are excellent in design; that no single project 
designed by the design firm is closely similar to the historically oriented, environmentally 
sensitive and architecturally outstanding development sought by this RFP, but that, taken 
together, the projects identified by the Proposer and attributable to the design firm 
demonstrate a capacity to successfully design the development sought by this RFP. 

“Not Advantageous” if the Selection Committee finds that the requirements for an 
Advantageous rating have not been met. 

Selection Criteria: Development Proposal 

After the Selection Committee has completed its review and rating of Qualification Statements, the 
Development Proposals, except for those previously rejected, shall be considered and shall be 
evaluated. The evaluations shall specify a rating, and the reasons for the rating, for each of the following 
criteria: 

Provision of Community Planning Objectives 

a. Neighborhood Context and Character of Development: 

“Highly Advantageous”: Considered as a whole, the development described in the CPP would, in 
the judgment of the Selection Committee, be an attractive and vibrant destination for residents 
and visitors, with iconic and memorable features and character celebrating East Hampton’s 
history and distinguishing the site as a keystone of the Belltown Historic District, draw upon the 
East Hampton Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD), various village plans, and serve as 
a catalyst for the revitalization of the Village Center. 

“Advantageous”: The development would be an attractive destination for residents and visitors, 
but without any particularly iconic or memorable features. 

“Not Advantageous”: The development would likely draw residents and/or visitors but would 
offer little to distinguish it as the keystone of a uniquely East Hampton historic district. 

“Unacceptable”: Does not qualify for a rating of “Not Advantageous.” 

b. Linkages, networks, and circulation: 

Pedestrian and Bicycle Experience, Connectivity to Surrounding Areas (including Village Center, 
Route 66, and Air Line Trail). 

“Highly Advantageous”: Project design provides public access and improves the pedestrian and 
bicycle experience, connectivity to the Village Center, Route 66, and Air Line Trail. 
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“Unacceptable”: Project design makes no improvements to connections to surrounding areas. 

Traffic Circulation 

“Highly Advantageous”: The CPP provides public access and is fully consistent with the Zoning 
Regulations, Street Standards, or in the judgment of the Selection Committee provides an 
alternative of equal or superior benefit to the Town. 

“Not Advantageous”: Does not qualify for a rating of “Highly Advantageous” but, in the 
judgment of the selection committee, would not impede the execution of the traffic 
improvement plan outside the boundaries of the site. 

“Unacceptable”: Does not qualify for a rating of “Not Advantageous”. 

c. Product Type 

“Highly Advantageous”: The CPP includes significant components of all of the following 
categories of permitted uses: multifamily dwellings; retail sales establishment; and restaurants. 

“Not Advantageous”: Does not qualify for a rating of “Highly Advantageous”. 

“Unacceptable”: Consists wholly or predominantly of any of the following uses or a combination 
thereof: educational use, medical center or clinic; motel or hotel; business, professional or 
administrative office; private club; commercial parking lot or garage. This rating will be given 
even if the CPP contains significant components that would otherwise qualify as High 
Advantageous. 

d. Environmental Responsibility: 

“Highly Advantageous”: All buildings meet the requirements for LEED certification. In addition, 
incorporates low-impact development (LID) design techniques. 

“Advantageous”: The largest building in the project meets the requirements for LEED 
certification. In addition, incorporates low-impact development (LID) design techniques. 

“Not Advantageous: Incorporates low-impact development (LID) design techniques but 
building(s) do(es) not meet the requirements for LEED certification. 

“Unacceptable”: Does not incorporate LID techniques. 

Adherence to Design Objectives 

a. Adherence to all dimensional, design and other requirements of the VC Zoning Regulation 

“Highly Advantageous” The Proposer certifies and demonstrates that its CPP can be executed 
without the need for waivers and certifies that it will seek no waivers from the Zoning Board of 
Appeals. 

“Advantageous”: The Selection Committee finds that, if one or more of the enumerated waivers is 
allowed by the Planning Board, the project would nonetheless be consistent with the overall 
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purposes and objectives of the VC, and further finds that the necessary waivers will allow the 
project to achieve a high quality design incorporating a desired mix of open space, affordability, a 
mix of uses, and/or physical character. 

“Not Advantageous”: The Selection Committee finds that the proposal does not qualify for a rating 
of “Advantageous.” 

b. Adherence to the VC Design Guidelines 

“Highly Advantageous”: The Selection Committee finds that its CPP is fully consistent with the 
VC Design Guidelines. 

“Advantageous”: The Selection Committee finds that the proposal is generally consistent with 
the Design Guidelines for the Rail Corridor, with deviations that do not significantly detract from 
the intent of the guidelines. 

“Not Advantageous”: The Selection Committee finds that the proposal does not qualify for a 
rating of “Advantageous”. 

 

Selection Criteria: Financial Analysis and Price Proposal 

a. Financial Analysis. The proforma analysis will be reviewed to ensure that the proposal provides 
evidence of strong financial and market feasibility and that there appears to be a high likelihood 
of obtaining key permits. If the analysis as reviewed by the Town provides evidence of limited or 
no financial and/or market feasibility, and/or there appears to be little likelihood of obtaining 
key permits, the proposal will be deemed Unacceptable. 

b. Price Proposal 

Rule for Award 

The most advantageous proposal from a responsible and responsive Proposer will be selected, taking 
into consideration price and the evaluation criteria set forth in this RFP. 

Post - Selection 

Land Disposition Agreement Execution 

Upon the Town’s notifying the Selected Developer that it has been designated the Selected Developer, 
the Town and the Selected Developer will without delay negotiate the final terms of the Land 
Disposition Agreement. Unless otherwise provided by written consent of the Town, the Land Disposition 
Agreement will be executed within sixty [60] days of the Selected Developer receiving this notification 
from the Town.  

VIII. Reservations and Conditions 

A. General Reservations 
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1. The Town makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy, correctness, currency,
and/or completeness of any and all of the information provided in or furnished pursuant to
this RFP, or that such information accurately represents the conditions that would be
encountered on the site and in the vicinity, now or in the future.

2. The Town reserves the right to extend, suspend, supplement, withdraw, or amend this RFP
or this RFP selection process or schedule for any reason or for no reason at any time. The
Town shall not be liable to any potential or actual Proposer, or to the Selected Developer,
for costs or expenses incurred by them as a result of the issuance, extension,
supplementation, withdrawal, or amendment of this RFP or the process initiated hereby.

3. The Town reserves the right to reject any proposal that does not include all requested
components, that is not submitted in conformance with this RFP or any amendments
thereto, or that contains responses to the submission requirements set forth in this RFP
which are not satisfactory to the Town, or to reject any or all proposals, in its sole discretion,
for any reason or for no reason. The Town further reserves the right to waive or decline to
waive irregularities in any proposal when it determines that it is in the Town’s best interest
to do so, and to waive any defects in this RFP submission process when it determines such
defects are insubstantial or non-substantive.

4. During the selection process, the Town reserves the following rights: to negotiate with one
or more Proposers; to select a back-up Proposer; to waive portions of the RFP; to waive any
informalities in proposals; to reject any or all proposals; and to issue a new Request for
Proposals, for any reason deemed appropriate by the Selection Committee or Town Council.

5. In the event of any default by the Selected Developer hereunder, then in addition to the
Town’s other rights hereunder, the Town may proceed to select another Proposer as the
Selected Developer, terminate this RFP, or begin a new selection process.

6. The Town reserves the right to discontinue its selection of any Proposer prior to the
execution of the Land Disposition Agreement. The Town shall not be liable to any such
Proposer for costs or expenses incurred by it as a result of this discontinuance.

7. The Town reserves the right to seek additional information from any or all Proposers. Until
such time as the Town has received proposals in response to this RFP and has received any
and all additional information and/or revised proposals that the Town may request pursuant
to this RFP, such proposals shall not be deemed to be complete.

8. If any matter or circumstance under this RFP requires the consent or approval of the Town
or that such matter be satisfactory to the Town, then same may be granted, withheld,
denied or conditioned by the Town in the exercise of its sole and absolute discretion.

9. If the Selected Developer fails to execute the Land Disposition Agreement within the
required 60-day period, or thereafter fails to close the transaction within the specified time
period (other than by reason of a default thereunder by the Town), then the Town shall
have the right, in addition to its rights with respect to the deposits paid by the Developer, to
designate another Proposer as the Selected Developer, to re-advertise the site for sale or
other disposition, to discontinue the disposition altogether, or otherwise to deal with the
property in the Town’s sole and absolute discretion.
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B. Severability 

If for any reason, any section or provision of this RFP or any addendum to it is determined to 
be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable under present or future laws or regulations, the 
remainder of this RFP shall not be affected thereby. 

C. Conflict of Interest, Collusion 
1. By submitting a proposal under this RFP, a Proposer certifies that no relationship exists 

between the Proposer and the Town or any officer, employee, or agent of the Town that 
constitutes a conflict of interest or that may be averse to the Town. 

2. By submitting a proposal under this RFP, a Proposer certifies that it has not acted in 
collusion with any other Proposer or other entity doing business with the Town in a way 
that would constitute unfair competition or that may be adverse to the Town. 

3. Note that “Proposer” as used herein means the Proposer; any joint venturer of the 
Proposer; any director, principal, officer, partner, owner of an equity interest in the 
Proposer, employee, agent or representative of the Proposer; or any partnership, 
corporation or other entity with which any of the foregoing is or has been affiliated. 

D. Confidentiality 
1. Proposers should assume that all materials submitted in response to this RFP will be 

open to the public. To the extent allowed by Connecticut and federal public records 
laws, the Town will make reasonable efforts not to disclose or make public any pages of 
a proposal which the Proposer has stamped or imprinted as “confidential.” Confidential 
data will be limited to confidential financial information concerning the Proposer’s 
organization. The Town assumes no liability for disclosure or use of any information or 
data. 

2. All information submitted in response to this RFP becomes the sole property of the 
Town, with the exception of confidential financial information concerning the Proposer 
or its financial partners. No Proposer has proprietary rights to any ideas or materials 
submitted in its proposal. 

E. Proposer’s Responsibilities 
1. All costs and expenses of every kind and nature paid or incurred by a Proposer in 

connection with responding to this RFP, including, without limitation, fees and costs of 
attorneys, consultants and contractors; title examination and title insurance costs; 
survey and engineering fees and expenses; and design fees and expenses, shall be the 
sole cost and expense of the Proposer, and the Town shall have no responsibility 
therefor. In no event shall the Town be responsible for payment of any brokerage, 
finders or similar commissions or fees in connection with the disposition of the property 
which is the subject of this RFP. 

2. Proposers shall thoroughly familiarize themselves with the provisions of this RFP. Upon 
receipt of this RFP, each Proposer shall examine this RFP for missing or partially blank 
pages due to mechanical printing or collating errors. It shall be the Proposer’s 
responsibility to identify and procure any missing pages. 
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3. Proposers shall be entirely responsible for reviewing and verifying all zoning and other
regulatory requirements, title, environmental, engineering, and other information
contained in or furnished pursuant to this RFP regarding the Property. Any information
contained in or furnished pursuant to this RFP is included (or made available) as a
matter of convenience only and the Town shall not be liable for any mistakes, costs,
expenses, damages, or other consequences arising from use of or reliance on this
information in any respect, and each Proposer, by submitting a proposal to the Town in
response to this RFP, expressly agrees that it shall not hold the Town or any of its
officers, agents, contractors, consultants, attorneys, or any third party liable or
responsible therefor in any manner whatsoever.

IX. Appendices
Site Plans 
Environmental Materials 
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